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Senate Candidates Discuss Campaign
Asphalt and Sealing Co.,
Murray-Calloway County
Ready and the Old Kentucky
Pioneer Furniture Shoppe has
hit the campaign trail running
"making
speeches in several
campaign across the six-county
towns
everyday
including Murfirst district, Reeves, 40, said
(Continued On Page Two)
in accepting the nomination
"it's going to be a challenge
and it's going to take hard
work." And Reeves will be the
first to tell you "my chances
are as good as his(Democratic
nominee Greg Higdon of Fancy
Farm).
"The key word right how is
unity. We need complete unity
in the county," Reeves added.
"We're trying to get to
everyone we can but time is a
factor. Time is not on our side.
"I want everyone to understand, we're not trying to
neglect'anyone or take anyone
for granted."
The owner of West Kentucky
Greg Higdon

Ray Reeves...
By MATTSANDERS
News Editor
"Now's the ,time for a
change," Ray Reeves, first
district state senatorial candidate, said about his campaign.
"There is a chance to elect a
candidate from the county who
will work for all West Kentucky."
The Murray businessman
received the nomination Oct. 7
for the senate seat vacated by
Richard Weisenberger, who is
running unopposed for Graves
County commonwealth attorney.
There are two years remaining in Weisenberger's term. ,
With less than one month to

Greg Higdon...
By MATTSANDERS
News Editor
"I don't want to be thought of

Ray Reeves

as a Graves County candidate.
I'm running for the whole first
district." Greg Higdon. said of
his camptaign as Democratic
candidati for the first district
senate seat.
"My wife and I discussed it
(the candidacy for the senate
seat)," Higdon continued.
"We've watched special interest groups have their say.
Now it's time for the average
•
American to get his say.
"I want to see if the system
can work for all. I'm not afraid
to speak out. People will
always know where I stand."
Higdon has been on the move
to make his views known since
be received his party's nomination Oct. 3 to fulfill the remain-

tog two years of Richard
Weiseaberger's term.
pos
Weteln
-ft
ertrravas County commonwealth attorney.
Higdon said he calls has cam
paign a "positive" one.
"I enjoy talking to people
That's the best way to get input
(from the people )."
With most of his days filled
with talking to people in the six
counties of the first district,
Higdon added, if tune permits,
he will speak to any group
which asks him.
-I want the people to know
who!am and what I stand for.
"The 1982 legislature will
probably be one of the toughest
in history. I know I have the
capability to make decisions,"
Higdon said.
A resident of Fancy Farm,
Higdon, 34, has owned K & N
(Continued On Page Two)

CHE Panel Recommends Higher Tuition At Universities
FRANKFORT,KY.(AP)— A
committee of the state Council
on Higher Education has approved several budgetary
recommendations, including
one that would significantly increase tuition at statesupported universities.
The staff recommendations
were approved Wednesday by
the council's Financial Affairs
Committee over the objections
of three college presidents. The
recommendation calls for most
of the new state money for
higher education in the 1982-84
biennium to go to the University of Kentucky, Northern Kan-tucky University and the
University of Louisville.
Those plans miffed Murray
State University President
Constantine Curris, Eastern
Kentucky University President J.C. Powell and Morehead
State University President
Morris Norfleet.
Kentucky President Otis
Singletary and Louisville

President Donald Swain supported the recommendations.
The committee approved two
recommendations that will be
referred to the full council on
Nov.12. The first recommendation calls for a 24.2 percent increase in funding for the eight
state universities over the next
two years. The second recommends no new money in 1982-83
and a 7.5 percent increase,
some $25.5 million, in new
money in 1983-84.
If the full council approves,
the recommendations would
then go to the governor and
state finance officials for
review.
The recommendations call
for state funding to increase
from $349.5 million this year to
about $385 million in-PJI2-83 and
$4228 in 1983-84. The eight
universities had sought $421.2
million in 1982-83 and $453.5 in
1983-84.
Curris said that. the council

should not use the budget process to initiate a new policy for
relocating higher education
funding. Powell and Norfleet
objected to sharply higher tuition fees over the next two'
years.
Those fees for Kentucky
residents attending Murray,
Eastern, Morehead, Western
Kentucky, Northern and Kentucky State would climb from
$586 this year to $776 by the
1983-84 school year. The range
for out-of-state students would
increase from $1,740 to $2,326.
Tuition increases across the
board at all schools would'
range from 6 percent to 22
percent.
The council's- deputy executive director for finance, Ed
Carter, said the budget format
was.allgrecr t43 bring it in line
with the missions of the universities. Because of the
designated missions. Kentucky
and Louisville will receive
much of the new money, he

Tobacco Supports Still Alive
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's congressional
delegation teamed up with the
majority asthe U.S. House kept
federal tobacco price supports
alive.
But the closeness of the 231184 vote should convince the
tobacco industry that the support program needs change,
Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky.,
said.
The House Agriculture Committee's tobacco subcommittee
"IS going to be working on it,

and they're going to be working
on it very soon," said Hopkins,
ranking member of the
subcommittee.
"I hope this vote isn't taken
for granted today. I hope the
industry doesn't take it for
granted and I hope the farmers
don't take it for granted," said
Hopkins, reached Wednesday
at his Washington office after
the vote.
Hopkins was joined by Kentucky's other six representatives in voting., against the

amendment to eliminate it.
"I think it sends a very clear
message to tobacco land and to
Tobacco Road that changes are
going to be made in this prograin, and those of us who are
genuinely interested in this
crop ought to be orchestrating
those changes," Hopkins said.
"And that means we need some
help from the industry and the
farmers.
"What we really won here today was a little more time. This
tobacco fight is not over,"
Hopkins said.

explained.
But that plan, said Powell,
"moves us in a direction of
creating more inequity in
funding)."
Carter noted that no new
money was allocated over the
biennium for Kentucky State
University, but he said that
might be reviewed when RSV's
future is decided. A council
committee is expected to come
s •

up next month with a proposal'
concerning Kentucky State's
future. The state is under
federal orders to enhance EST
as part of a desegregation plan.
In supporting the funding-tomission concept. Singletary
said it made little sense to
designate missions for each
university unless funding was
linked to those missions.
"While this improves the

Marshall Adopts Payroll Tax
BENTON, Ky. (AP) — A
go to other, departments,
payroll tax adopted by the Marespecially the amubulance
shall -County Fiscal Court will
service, which is facing serious
finance a massive bridge and' problems becaUse Of a cutback
road program and could save
In federal funding.
two other county services, ofAs originally drafted, the orficials-said
dinance specifically earmarkAccording to County Judgeed the money for roads, bridges
Executive Mike Miller, the oneand equipment.
half percent payroll tax is exMiller said most tf the money
pected to generate between
will still go to road repair pro$600,000 and $700,000 annually.
jects, but "we just didn't want
In lobbying for the proposal,
to lock ourselves in."
Miller tiad warned that failure
When the first vote was taken
to pass the tax could mean the
on the proposal Oct. 6, Miller
end of the county9s ambulance
said the county was considerservice and refuse collection
ing issuing bonds to be paid
program.
with revenue from the tax. The
He said money from the
move would have allowed the
general fund now used for road
county to move more quickly
projects can now be switched to
on some road repairs, Miller
those two ailing departments.
said.
Two provisions were added to
the ordinance before final
passage Tuesday. One places a
cap of $15,000 on the amount of
tax any individual or business
must pay during any one year.
The second Change added
language which leaves open the
In a written statement,
door for some of the money to
William "Bill" Bailey has announced himself as a write-in
candidate for the office of
,Calloway County sheriff.
"After consulting and asking
for advice from voters of this
county, I have come to the con-

Homecoming Queen at
Calloway County High School
are Kim Farley, Lisa Hale,
Regina Morris, Jennifer
Waldrup, Monika West and
Sharon Williams.
Farley, the daughter of
Burnett and Judy Farley, is a
junior, a statistics keeper for
the fototball team and a
member of the pep club.
Hale, the daughter of
Dwayne and Janice Hale, is a
junior, a member of the speech
team and pep club and a gymnastics enthusiasts.
Morris, the daughter of Max
E. and- Shirley Morris, is a
junior, secretary-treasurer of
the pep club, a member of the
track team and was sophomore
vice-president.
Waldrup, daughter of Bobby
and Sylvia Waldrup,is a senior,
a member of the pep club and
student council. She has also
been a cheerleader and junior
class president.
West, daughter oe
s'
dred and
Ann West, is a
or, cocaptalikof the flag corps„FBLA
parliani*ntarian, footbaji-team
manager and a-ineMber of the
pep club. • - '
Williams;,•who 'resides with
LapealigiUtarett Alexanderja
a lunior;- a member of the
Aspeeekteasn,pep club and student council.
The queen will be crowned
CCHS QUEEN FINALISTS — Football Homecoming Queen finalists at Callirway County High
during halftime ceremonies
School are,from left, Monika West, Regina Morris, Lisa Hale,Sharon Williams, Kim Farley and
Friday at the Calloway County
Jennifer Waldrup.During halftime ceremonies Friday at the Calloway High vs Crittenden County
High School — Greenville foot- football game,the 11.1 CCHS
Football Homecoming Queen will be crowned.
ball game by last year's queen,
Kim Canady. •

Miller said the state of the
bond market makes that a bad
Idea. "We are considering it,"
Miller said.' "But frankly the
bonding market right now is too
costly. We're talking about 1214 percent interest."
There was little opposition to
the tax at the fiscal court
meeting, except from some
people who wanted the cap
placed at $5,000.
Miller said roads in the county will be listed on a priority
basis for blacktopping and
repair.
Money will also go toward
equipment purchases, including a new truck. The county's newest truck, Miller said,
has been driven about 80,000
miles.

Bailey Announces Write-In
Campaign For Sheriff Post

Six CCHS Homecoming Queen Finalists Named
Six finalists for 1981 football

BEST

situation, it doesn't cure it."
Singletary said.
He said UK's share of state
funding has been reduced in recent years,and that the university was further huh when Northern Kentucky and Louisville
were brought into the state
system. 'So you are relocating funds.'
But there's nothing new in
that," Singletary said.

MSU-Eastern
Game May Be
On Television
A strong possibility exists
that Murray State's Homecoming football game with
Eastern Kentucky will be
selected for regional telecast
by ABC-TV next Saturday.
According to Ohio Valley
Conference officials, the
oossibility of an MSU
-EKU matchup making the airways will be increased if both
teams win against their OVC
opponents this weekend.
Murray State travels to
Akron while EKU and Western
Kentucky battle each other on
ESPN, the 24-hour cable sports
network. A win by both MSU
and EKU would pit two of the,
top three teams in the conference together in the Oct. 31
showdown.
ABC-TV will be looking for
teams to fill its regional
doubleheader bill for.the Oct.31
time shit and according to the
OVC •
L. the MSU
amok be•
tiOn.;.ai,orie of
However, AfIVIV maintains
its policy%of not miaowing its
regional lineup until the Monday prior to telecast. MSU officiaLs are expecting to.,be
notified by 10:30 a.m. Monday
if their game has been selected.'

COPY AVAILABLE

clusion that the voters of this
county with to have a choice in
the Nov. 3 election," Bailey's
statement said.
"As • a native of Calloway
County and a family man with
children and grandchildren. I
have an interest in this county
for your familrand mine.
"Therefore, I am announcing
as a write-in candidate for the
office of sheriff," Bailey's
• statement concluded.
Bailey, who was a
Democratic candidate for
sheriff in the May primary, will
_face David Balentine, who won
theDemocratic nomination.
Jerry Pendergrass, who
previously expressed interest
as a .write-in candidate for
sheriff, said today, "I am no
longer a write-in candidate."

cloudy, cooler
Cloudy and turning cooler
with rain deVeloping today.
Temperatures remaining
nearly steady or falling
slowly today. Periods of rain
tonight ending Friday morning. Decreasing ,cloudiness
in the afternoon. Lows
tonight near 40. Cold Friday
with highs in the upper 40s.

today's index
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Greg Higdon...
Root Beer in Mayfield for seven
years. He also owns farm land
and recently purchased, with
his father andathree brothers,
the Brown-Thompson Sausage
Factory in Fancy Farm.
"I have my husinessaetso,if
elected, I will be able to work
wholeheartedly -at it; Also, my
family will stay here and I'll be
back in this area every
weekend," Higdon said.

House Budget-Writer Says
(Continued From Page One)
need agricultural support. I'll
help the agricultural community anyway I can."
meads — "We're in a fastmoving society, and people expect to travel on good roads.
Moneys (for roads) that go
back to the counties should be
put in thehands of thrlieeted
officials because they are accountable to the people, the
people who elected them."
Murray State — "One priority interest is Murray State
University. It's one of the finest
in the state. Moneys allocated
(for higher education institutions across the state) should
be on an equitable basis. All
universities in the state need to
get a fair shake."

ticipate much of a change."
Education — "Education
cuts have reached about as far
as they can go. Remember,it's
the backbone of society; how
we progress is through education. We need to look at some
alternative funding but still
have a sound and progressive
system that's on the move."
Higdon said severence taxes
could be one source of alternative funding but the
legAlature would have to "look
at the whole total picture."
Synthetic Fuel and solar
energy projects — "I'm for
anything that will benefit West
Kentucky."
House Bill 44 — "It will be
hard to do anything with it due
to the economy. It will be looked at but probably won't be
changed."
Professional negotiations —
"I am on record already as saying I will vote against professional negotiations."
Teachers — "I think they
should be recognized as professionals. They work hard and
deserve input" on matters concerning education.
Agriculture — A big portion
of the first district is
agricultural, Higdon said. "We

Higdon and his wife Carol
Ann have been married 12
years. They have three
children.
Although he has been involved in several campaigns,this is
Higdon's first race as a candidate.
Some of Higdon's comments
included:
Succession — "There are
some problems I find with it
(the proposed amendment. It
seems our system can function
without it."
Elderly — Higdon said one of
his interests is to "look to the
elderly. They are the ones who
built this country. We can't
forget them."
Workmen's compensation —
-It will be looked at (by the
1982 legislature) but I don't an-

Alb

R

ay

Reagan MustChangeCourse
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan must
acknowledge that he "has to
change course" and publicly
endorse any new budget plan •
before majority House
Democrats will accept it, the
chief budget-writer in the
House says.
"I don't think he needs to
scrap everything, and the point
is our goals are the same,"
Rep. James R. Jones, D-Okla.,
chairman of the House Budget
Committee said in an interview
Wednesday. "But I think there
has to be a recognition that not

all the ways to attain those
goals are working and we have
to change the mix of policies."
Reagan's latest package of
$16 billion in budget ruts and
selected tax increases has
divided House and Senate
Republicans, and the White
House has said it's up to Congress to find an alternative.
Even before GOP leaders
were going back to work on that
task today, however, Senate
Budget Committee Chairman
Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M.,
conceded that Reagan's pledge
to a balanced budget by 1984 "is

ray.
In electing a state senator,
Reeves said he feels voters will
have to "evaluate the man, his
accomplishments and where he
stands."
A former educator with a
doctorate in school administration, Reeves said his accessibility to the public makes
him a good choice for the state
senate.

Cut 33%! Compact AM-FM/Cassette Recorder
Minisette*-10 by Realistic

Save

Reeves is actively inftived
with his asphalt business which
allows him "to be out everyday
from April to November talking to people."
He added,since that business
is "seasonal," he will "have the
time to dedicate to this job."
Reeves is married to the
former Cheryl Mae Bostick of
Water Valley. They have two
children — Christine, 8, and
Angie,6.
This is Reeves' first venture
into the political arena.
Reeves comments on several
issues included:
Succession — "I'm opposed
to it. The governor has a great
deal of power nlbw. He even has
exercised power to select a
university football coach. If
some of.the power was given to
the legislature, that would be
different." „
Concerning the local aspect
of the proposed amendment,
such as sheriff's succession,"I
could be for succession for
sheriffs. You don't vote for people because he is 'a good ole
boy' Or a nice guy because good
ole boys are not always the
most qualified for the job. People need to find out what a candidate stands for, his values,
his morals and his ability to get
the job done.."

Workman's compensation —
Kentucky pays the highest
premiums in the nation. We
need legislation so
businessmen and women can
eliminate all the red tape and
get more industry in Kentucky."
Alternative sources of
revenue for schools — "I think
people have been taxed to
death." Alternative sources
suggested could be "severance
taxes on coal and other natural
resources from the state."
Synthetic fuel and solar
energy projects — "People
heed to realize they live in an
advanced world, especially in
this country. I'm not saying
money has to be spent but it
needs to be checked into."
House Bill 44 — "Again, I
think the people have been taxed to death. With the economic
situation the Way it is, I'm for
House Bill 44 which limits taxes'
on property. We do need alternative means to generate
money — money which can be
used by the schools for
children, one of our most important resources and the
future of our country."
Professional negotiations —
"I don't think state employees
have the right to strike. Their

Special Savings...
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Roads — "They have been
completely neglected. It's not
the fault of local agents. Judge
(Robert 0.) Miller has done his
best to get good roads. There
has been neglect from
Frankfort. People, including
all cities (in the first district),
have been taken advantage of
for too long by the Democratic
party because they know you'll
vote that way. Now you have a
choice."
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duties, pay are shown to them
in advance. They should have
the right to at least discuss the
situation at the proper level."
Teachers' retirement —
"Teachers should not be
penalized after 25 years of service. They are in very stressful
jobs, moreso than most people
realize. The teachers' retirement fund should not be combined with other state
employee funds either."
Agricultural price supports
— "Without them, it would hurt
the small farmer. It's not a gift.
It's a loan the farmers have a
right to reject.
"I'm also interested in more
support for products and produces in Calloway County including soybeans, tobacco,
corn, wheat and dairy, pork
and beef products.'

"See Our Homecoming
Window Display,Just
For You."

95
CHARGE IT(MOST S TOW-Si

"Unless the president calls
tke group together and
acknowledges he has to change
course, as a practical matter
we don't have the votes in the
House to do anything," he said.

Reeves... (Continued From Page One)
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going to be very difficult to
achieve."
And Jones said that despite
earlier budget battles when
conservative Democrats broke
party ranks to support the administration, no Republican
plan can pass the House now
without Reagan's clear
endorsement.
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Subsidized Housing
$102,000 Per Unit

•

'9

fiti- shoe

now null to on U.and
ggt public mot,rigit?

REPRESENTATIVE
ROBIN L. BEARD (Tenn.) ". .
. In this morning's Washington
Post there is an article which
really needs to be brought to
the attention of this body.
-The newspaper story
reports that one of our colleagues, CONGRESSMAN
STAN PARRIS, led a successful fight against a subsidized housing project in Fairfax
County, Va. Obviously our colleagues principal objection was
an estimated cost of about
$100,000 per unit.
"I, for one, would like to congratulate Congressman PARRIS. He has demonstrated an
unusual courage by turning
away a $3.5 million project for
this district. It is the kind of
political courage we need more
of. . . I submit the Washington
Post article. . . (Some excerpts):
Parris Halts Public
Unit House Plan.
(By Fred Hiatt)
The Fairfax County
Redevelopment and Housing
Authority, is as determined to
develop as Parris is to prevent
development (and) last week
purchased the 111'2 acre Site in
West Springfield for $445,000
when the development option
expired. (The County Housing
officials still hope to build
something on the site.
"We don't take this as a
defeat," said housing authority
spokeswoman Deirfre -Coyne,

"It may take a little more tune,
but we'll do it."
The land purchase prompted
Parris to fire off another letter
last week, this time to Housing
and Urban Development
Secretary Samuel R. Pierce,
Jr.
"As a member of the committee of Banking,Finance and
Urban Affairs, I continue to oppose this Project as inefficient,
a poor selection of site and a
true example of government
extravagance." Parris wrote
on Sept. 18.
The (County) authority says
it is willing to spend $85,000 for
each house on the site and the
developer proposed charging
more, $102,000 per house.
Because of Parris' opposition
the authority and the developer
never negotiated a final price.
"I think subsidized housing
does not necessarily have to be
the classiest shelter..."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Everyone is aware of the fact
that there are no "federal
funds." It's money collected
from the American taxpayer.
There is a move on foot to stop
raids on the Federal Treasury.
But the raiders are determined. As the spokeswomen for the
Fairfax County Housing
Authority said,"We don't take
this as a defeat. It may take a
little more time, but we'll do
it."

Letters To The,Editor

Garrott's Galley

Chances Are Slim The Mandrells
Will Visit Racer Arena Again
It was heart-warming to
watch the TV the other night
and see Barbara Mandrell
become the first person ever to
be named "entertainer ot the
year" for the second year in a
row by the Country Music
'Association.
The hard-woring, bouncy little 32-year-old singer too was
named — also for the second
time -- the association's top
female vocalist.
Equally as heart warming
were her first words after her
selection for the most. cherish-

Library Is Symbol For Community
To The Editor,
On Sunday,Oct. 11, it was my
pleasure to drive through a
beautiful fall day to • Murray,
for the dedication of the
"Reading Gardens" behind
your library and arts annex.
The exhilaration I felt in making that trip was heightened by
anticipation of once again being part of the enthusiastic
community support that
centers around your library
and its broad range of services.
There are many fine libraries
in the state of Kentucky and
many Kentuckians who cherish
this important, public institution but the genuine enthusiasm for which individuals
in your county have received
their library service is exemplary and uplifting to me.
Margaret Trevathan, the
president-elect of our Kentucky
Library Association, is one of
the finest librarians I've ever
met in my career. She truly
believes in involving your community in the public services
for which she is charged and
her own interests range across
theatre, the arts and many
other community activities. I
am sure it's not news to you,
but Margaret Trevathan is a
local treasure and one which
you should be proud of.
Margaret, however, is only
one person and while she
should be given much credit for
how that library has flourished,
it's her Board, the Vriends
group and many citizens who
come to the aid of that library
who have made it the great success it is. Your board is hard
working and representative of
the community. The Friends
group has done marvelous
things with the program, including the fine annex and surrounding grounds. Without that
kind of community support
there is very little a librarian or
the state library agency can do
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to help develop local public service. In the case of Calloway
library services.
_ County, our support is
The public library is truly a -amplified ten-fold by the entangible symbol of what a com- thusiasm and dedication with
which the people of your county
munity thinks about itself. The
have received and nourish serliving presence of your
vices from your local public
Calloway County Public
Library is evidence of a truly library.
My thanks to the many peoprogressive and dynamic
population. It's a personal ple who made this recent
pleasure for me to be involved dedication such a success and
with your program, even to the people of Calloway County for the wonderful support
though it's from the far reaches
they have given their library.
of state government. We can
only serve if the local library
James A. Nelson
and its community want that
State Librarian

Citizens Help

With

~NE:

Event

To The Editor:
On Oct. 18, I was rewarded
with another example of community cooperation when I attended the Octoberfest sponsored by the Community
Chorus. It was a perfect October day and the setting was
the gardens and back parking
lot of the Public Library. Many
persons volunteered their time
and talent to create the festive
.scene that greeted those attending. A preview of the opera
"Mikado," under the direction
of Carl Rogers, was presented
and folkdancing was taught to
anyone who wanted to participate, by Beverly Peeler, a
Murray State University dance
instructor. There was a small
brass band playing intermittently during the afternoon and
tables of cakes and cookies and
cider served as seasonal
refreshments. Decorations of
corn shocks, pumpkins and fall

ed award of them all was announced."God is so good!" she
• exclaimed, tightly clutching
the trophy symbolic of the
award. "nu proud. This
means the people like the TV
show. The work is worth it."
She was referring to her
nationally-televised show,
"Barbara Mandrelr and the
Mandrell Sisters" and which is
broadcast Saturday nights on
NBC. Starring with her on the
entertaining, fast-moving show
are her younger sisters, Louise
and Irlene.
One of TV's top shows today,
it had just gone on the air when
Barbara was first chosen entertainer of the year a year ago.
• • •
Many of us had an opportunity a few weeks ago to see Barbara and Louise along with
Louise's husband, R.C. Bannon, and their big Louise Mandrell Easter Seal Benefit concert in Murray State's Racer
Arena.
Spdnsored by the Paducah
Kiwanis Club, it climaxed a
big, fun-packed weekend for
the Paducahans, and, as expected, had attracted a capacity crowd to Racer Arena to see
the popular and famous performers.
The Paducah Kiwanians had
brought that part of their big
weekend to the Arena simply
because it seated more people
than any other facility in West
Kentucky.
It was an honor for Murray
State to have these country
music headliners perform on
its campus — but the chances
are slim that they'll ever do it
again, especially the Mandrells.
They almost cooked, as did
hundreds of those in the audience, in the sweltering heat of
the place, which, designed for
cold weather sports, isn't air
conditioned.
• • •
Murray State basketball
coach Ron Greene was among
those present, and once he had

arrangements were placed artistically over the grounds
creating the look and smell of
fall. Community Chorus, a fairly new organization conducted
by Dr. Irma Collins, sang some
lively,. numbers as the closing
event.
It was evident that a lot of
hard work and preparation
went into the celebration, but
what was most evident was the
spirit in which all worked
together to produce an enjoyable afternoon for people in
the local and regional area.
I would like to encourage the
organization to plan a 1982 Octoberfest with a lot of advance
publicity so that many can enjoy the occasion.
l'Oriti V
Sincerely,
Margaret Trevathan,
Today is Thursday, Oct. 72,
Director
the 295th day of 1981. There are
710 Main Street
70 days left in the year.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Today's highlight in history:
753-2288
On Oct. 22, 1962, President
John F. Kennedy ordered U.S.
air and naval forces to
To The Editor:
never have carried it through blockade Cuba after concluding
We would like to thank the without all of your help and that Soviet missile bases were
Marshall County Ambulance support. Also, we wish to ex- being built on the island.
Service, the Marshall County press our appreciation to the
On thisadatt
Rescue Squad, the Marshall Marshall County Jaycees, the
In 1721, Peter the Great
Sounty Sheriff's Department, Joe Creason Community became czar of Russia.
'William Cherry and Mary K. Center, Lake Barkley State
In 1953, France granted inKirks of the Western Kentucky Park, Kentucky Dam Village, dependence to the Indochinese
Livestock- and Exp,osition and Paducah Community Col- kingdom of Laos.
Center, and all of our workers lege for lending us their chairs.
In 1956, demonstrations in
that helped. in making the Oak
Wanda Griggs
Hungary called for a
Ridge Boys Concert in Murray
Marilyn Williams
democratic government.
on Oct. 18 a success. We could
Linda Travis
And in 1978, Pope John Paul
II was elected.
Ten years ago: The United
By Ken Wolf
States and Soviet Union reach-The memories ot the destrucwill not commit in order to ed agreement on ways to avoid
tion of millions of innocent peosave himself. Arid, having incidents between their ships at
ple at the German concentrasaved himself, he will com- sea.
tion camp of Auschwitz during
mit crimes for increasingly
Five years ago: President
World War II have caused Jews
trivial reasons...
Ford and Jimmy Carter held
.and Gentiles alike to curse God.
His experienced in the camp the last of the nationally
Yet.thf contradictory lessons L'Onvinced. Borowski that it -ed campaign debates.
of the.Holocaust, in which 4-6 world is ruled by neither justice
One year ago: Israeli jeti atmillion Jews were killed, nor morality; crime is. not tacked Palestinian guerrilla
reveal as much about man as punished nor virtue reward- positions around Beirut.
they do about God. One ed...The world is ruled by
Today's birthdays: Actress
Auschwitz prisoner, a poet power."
Joan Fontaine is 64; actress
named Tadeusz Borowski who
Borowslu's comments are Catherine Deneuve is 38.
survived the war only to com- taken from Otto Friedrich's arThought for today: "Marmit suicide in 1951 at the age of ticle, "The Kingdom of riage is an adventure, like go29, wrote:
Auschwitz" in the September ing to war." — Gilbert ChesterThere is no crime that a man issue of the Atlantic Monthly.'
ton, English writer (1874-1936i.

Concert Is A Success

Thoughts In Season

AVAILABLE

ook IIl

In history
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10 )e(Ii-s
Marine Pvt. Durid -E. Smith,
son of Mr.-and Mrs Wallace E
Smith, had graduated from
recruit training at Marine
Corps Recruit 1)epot, Partli
Island,S. C.
Deaths reported Included
Van 1'. Causey., 68; George
Jones, 78, Julian L. Grogan,66,
Mrs. B. J. (Lillian) Hoffman,
81, and Virgie Furches,66.
The Rev. Lloyd M. Mayer,
Rt. 3, Murray, preached his
50th anniversary sermon at
Sinking Spring Baptist Church,
according to the Rev. Terry M.
Sills,church pastor. •
Births reported included a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Pendergrass, a girl to Mr. and
tars. James R. Latimer, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jetton,
and a boy to Mr and Mrs. Ronnie Henson, all on Oct. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Erwin,
Rt. 4, Murray,celebrated their
65th wedding anniversary with
a reception Oct. 10 at South
Pleasant • Grove - UnitedMethodist Church.

cooled off, he wrote the top administrators of the university
his personal assessment of the
evening.
"I was totally embarrassed
for our university and myself,"
he wrote. "I was sitting- with
Lew Meis, president of the
htieis Department Stores and
an old friend, attempting to get
him involved in our program
when he became nauseated and
W because of the heat. He had
to leave the concert and wait
outside until it was over.
"Also, it was brought to my
attention that Martha Layne
Collins (Kentucky's pretty
lieutenant governor) was
reported to have nearly fainted
from the heat, and too, had to
leave the concert early."
• ••
Ron went on to report that he.
had spoken to the Mandrel
sisters' father, who is their
manager.
"He informed me that
;Janet Like, daughter of Mr
although everyone was very
congenial and helpful in their and Mrs.. _Cecil...like, was
effort, there was no w#x that he chosen state project champion
could ever brip_ ,r show in Girls Junior Leadership, and
Randy Patterson, son of Mr.
into Racer Arena," he wrote.
ind Mrs. Kande(' Patterson,
Ba nnon, Ron went on, said it
was chosen boys speech winner
was the worse place they had
it the State 4-H rally.
ever performed.
Deaths reported included
"The heat and acoustics were
Mrs. W. Ray Pixley, 65, Nora
so bad that it detracted from
the performances of these true Falwell, 80, Sam White,,89, and
professionals," he went ont to Jason Cole Carroll, one day.
Jimmy Rickman was elected
write, adding, "I apologized to
him on behalf of the university, as president of the Murray
told him that I understood the Civitan Club.
Murray College High School
situation and that we were
hopeful a special events center had its fourth annual band
might become av,ailable to us in night Oct. 24 on - the third
assembly room of the school.
the not too distant future.
'Until that time comes, it
seems we should move 'to get
the oxen out of the ditch' or not
use Racer Arena for this purSenator-elect James Lassiter
pose."
was on the committee with
Ron went on to conclude his Representative-elect Owen
convictions by suggesting: "It .Billington to arrange for the anwould seem to me that we need nualAlben Barkley Motorcade,
to get a new sOund system, air through the Purchase area
condition the facility and im- Nov.5.
prove the lighting and seating
Cpl. Brigham Futrell of the
at the earliest possible date.
Kentucky State Police arrested
a motorist for passing a school
"While our football team was bus on the Hazel Highway.
away gaining respect for our
Frankie Shroat, chief baton
university, we on the home twirler of Murray High School.
front did ourselves a great Band, had won first place in the
disservice by allowing a quality baton twirling contest at
team of professionals to utilize Princeton.
our less-than-adequate faciliBirths reported included a
ty."
boy to Mr. and Mrs: Charles
Although Ron admitted in his Butterworth and a girl to Mr.
report that he has a personal in- and Mrs. W. A. Ladd, Jr., Oct.
terest in such a new facility, his 19.
points on the evening with the _ "Take -Care of My Little
Mandrel's were more than well Girl" starring Jeanne Cram
taken and needed to have been ,was showing at the Varsity
said.
Theatre.

20 Nears Ago
-

30 Ilears Ago
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Community Events

YourIndividual
Horoscope

Thursday,Oct.22
Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will have a chili
supper at Southside
Manor at 7 p.m'. with
Judy English and
Brenda Jones as
hostesses.
Disabled American
siVeterans and Auxiliary are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.

Frames Drake
FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 23,1081
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Close ties make vacation
plans. Keep your aspirations
high, be motivated by your
ideals,and use tact with a sensitive co-worker.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) bimor
Work may be tedious. A
child needs careful handling.
ftomantic ties may be touchy.
Avoid extravagance in the
pursuit of pleasure.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) no19,...
Avoid touchy subjects if
entertaining at home. Family
members are easily hurt now.
Late evening favors heart-toheart talks.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) (Se)
Visits with relatives are in

order. Avoid scattering your
energies. Make sure your
remarks are appropriate to
the occasion.
LEO
(July23to Aug.22) 4
24g
You'll make moderate
financial gains, but should
avoid extravagance in the pursuit of pleasure. Utilize
creative talents.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept 22) 'VII
Close ties-are helpful. Make
important domestic decisions.
Buy yourself a gift. The personal touch helps in financial
dealings.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You're creative now, but inclined to dwell on past
mistakes. Overcome a tendency to introversion. Selfanalysis brings new insights.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) nil*
You may have to have a
private talk with a friend
about a social faux-pas. Keep

the confidences of others.
Don't be extravagant.
SAGTITARIUS
%Jr
(Nov.n te Dec.21)
New friends are inspiring.
Downplay personality in dealing with higher-ups. Have appropriate facts and figures
close at hand.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) 10ii4C
False assumptions could
lead you astray. Consult with
advisers about career interests. Curb a tendency to introversion. Keep smiling.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Attend to budgets and find
ways to cut costs. Business
talks go well,-though a party
may not live up to expectations. A friend is moody.
PISCES
(Feb. 19to Mar.20) X
Career interests are
highlighted, but a close tie
may feel neglected. It's time
to discuss joint financial interests with a partner.

Sealy Posturpedic®
our statement of comfort.
When it's comfort your back
needs, Sealy Posturpedic® delivers
a firm statement of comfort. Designed
in cooperation with leading orthopedic
surgeons, for no morning backache from
sleeping on a too-soh mattress.

SIDS(Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome)Support Group is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Health Center. For
information call 7533381.
"The
will
be presented at 8 p.m..
in Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State '
University.

Zeta Departthent of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the club house with
Richard Valentine as
guest speaker.
Licensed Practical
Nursing Students will
sponsor an open house
at Murray Area Vocational School,
Sycamore Street at
Doran Road, from 12
noon to3:30 p.m.
Bible Journaling
Group of First _Christian Church will meet
at the home of Ron and
HAUT- Gray, Rt. 5,
Murray,at 7 p.m.

Wranglers Riding
Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Woods.
Friday,Oct.23
Friendship luncheon
of Murray Business
and Professional
Women's Club will be
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Golden Age Club will
have a potluck luncheon at 11:30 a.m. at
First United Methodist
Church social hall. A
tour of Clara Eagle
Gallery ,at Murray
State University will
follow. Members note
change in date.

PUP ChaptPr Plans Meet
The Greater
Paducah. Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will have an unbirthday party at the
Club Cabana,
Paducah, Friday, Oct.
lir (MURRAY

23, at 9 p.m.
Visitors are
welcome.
For further information or directions,
phone 444-9604 or 442-

Second night of"The
Mikado" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
University.

6390.

Open 7:00•Stort 7:15

DRIVE

7:00,9:00+2:00Sat..Sun.

cta Tonite thru Sun.
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*Double Feature*

1111AM
ISILIINRLIE IN
LONDON
THE MONSTER

MOVIE

HOTTER THAN
BO...
AND READY
'
TO GO!

Central C tr • 753.3314

18,
PG

Ile Woos Tin
Ti Simi Ms Bay

Inflation-Fighter
Movie Special
AU Seats SI.50 To See
ESCAPE ROM N.Y.(i)

seo

Third annual
Keatacky Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees
will meet at 9:30 a.m.
In Calloway Public
Library with Dr. Sam
Minner, Special
Education DepartMurray State
University, as
speaker.
Mothers Morning
Out will be at 9 a.m. at
First Christian
Church.
A reunion for all present and former
employees of Kenlake
Hotel (1952-1981) will
be at 7 p.m.in the hotel
dining room. For information call 474n11,Ext.168
Yard sale by
Murray-Calloway
County Mental.HealthMental Retardation
Center, Inc., will be
from 8a.m.to 5 p.m.at
the center, 702 Main
Street. Persons having
items to donate may
call 753-6622 for
pickup. In case of rain
the sale will be
postponed a week.
Saturday,Oct.24
Bucy Family Reunion will be from 10
am.to 4 p.m. at Hazel
Community Center.
G. A. Mission Fair
will be at 10 a.m. at
First Baptist Church.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at the west end of
the Livestock and Exposition Center.
Murray
Squaranaders will
dance from 8 to 10:30
p.m. at the Woodmen
of the World Hall.

Alpha Department
of Murray Woman's
Club will meet at
MIL STRIFES
MURRAY
me
noon at the club house
ARNIM
,.co
COIA/NINA
A
w with Mrs. Lewis Bossing to present the program.
7:00,9:00

"TEN' Girls: CAROL JENNINGS• SHARON CANNON
JANIE VIXEN • APRIL JONES• VANESSA HART • PAMLLA DICKINSON
LAW!' RITE•:AN ANDERSON • LISA BONUS • -,r-=4 !EWE II
DERRICK

v\e,
:sr

AN SAC MAAS AILIASI • IN C0105 al
..

Try it for 30 nights.
You'll have 30 great mornings.
If you aren't completely satisfied,.
well buy it back

Cleaning of
Matheney Cemetery,
Land Between
the Lakes, will start at
9:30 a.m.
Ends Touts 7:00:9:20
1st Feature
Repeated

Gov C.01~4
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Fri. & Sat. Nites

$5 a Carload
Thurs. Nite

Hold Up Your Pants

MURRAY
Those Excess Pounds Are Comin' Off..

lop PIN—UP
LAYMATES

Chestnut St •7S33314

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 2.00
Cheri & C.ne
AU Seats 51.50

01.1 tit Teer Dreams and Oeto the Scree&

starring JANIE MEYERS
AN SRC FILMS INC. RELEASE
micol.oR
-

Just Ask Mike Mahoney
MSU Football Coach

HE LOST
53 POUNDS
Here's What
Mike Has To Say
About Diet Center

During National
Business Women's
Week the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club is
naming a Business
Woman of the Day. To-

Prices Good Thru Wed.Oct. 28

I succeed on the Diet
Center Program for two
reasons. I had tried to
lose weight before, but
when I got hungry, I
went off the diet.
At Diet Center, I was
able to lose weight
without hunger. It was
amazing to me! No
hunger and more energy
than, I've ever had
before.
Coaching a group of
highly active football
players requires a lot of
energy. With 53 lbs. of
excess weight I didn't
have the stamina to
work out with the boys
like I should, Now 53
lbs. lighter, keeping up
with them is much
easier.

Mb.

0
Shirts
By Goklen Vee
With Coupon
11.0

Jeans
iO
i%

All Boys8 Girls

umi

All Men's
Flannel

Cy I Shirts 100/

By Wrangler 10
& Maverick
0°H
01
By Wrangler
With
Coupon
Size 27-50 with coupon Off I se
Poly-50 Cotton

Off

Coats &
Jackets

I

T All Men's

All Men's
Button Down Collor

All Men's

II

tAll Men's

u`70 Jacket 10%1Sweaters 110CYO:
Oft

I With This Coupon

Sizes
°ft
36-52
With This Coupon

I snou
I

Off

I With This Coupon

.J

Misses & lrs. Polyester8 Wool Blend

Sportswear
Blazes, Pleated 8 Gored Skirts, Pants 8 Jackets
Corduroy Skirts, Jeans, and Blazers

Flavor of Kentucky,
sponsored by Chapter
M of P.E.O., will be at
noon at the Community Room, North
Branch,Peoples Bank.
Tickets are available.
"The Mikado" will
be presented at 8 p.m.
at Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
University.
Second day of yard
sole at Murray Comprehensive Care
Center will be from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Shipley
Speaker
At Meet
The Baptist Young
Women of Westside
Baptist Church met
Oct. 13 in the home of
Joanna Adams.
Dana Shipley from
First Baptist Church,
Murray,told about her
recent,mission trip to
Brazil and showed
slides of the mission
work being done there.
Carol Turner presided. The devbtion was
led by Ave Watkins.
Her scripture was
from 2 Kings 6:11-19
an.
The group voted to
furnish and serve
refreshments for the
mission groups one
Wednesday night a
month. They also
voted to sponsor a kitchen shower for
Westside Church Oct.
21 at 6 p.m. Members
will bring toys for the
younger children's
Sunday School classes.
The next meeting
will be Nov. 10 in the
home of Pat Dalton.
Refreshments were
served by Joanna
Adams and Patsy
Neale to Pat Dalton,
Judy Smotherman,
Teresa Williams, Lori
Adams, Carolyn Carroll, Tammy Paschall,
Carol Turner, Bonnie
Nute, Susie Scott, Ava
Watkins, Judy
Hughes, Leta Rutland,
Shari Tarver, and
Ginger Adams.

Essie Bailey Named
Woman Of The Day

We're Going
[Coupon!Crazy

AT DIET CENTER!

taster's luncheon.

%OFF
.10

day's woman named is
Essie Bailey.
Her resume, written
by a B&PW Club
member,is as follows:
Essie Bailey resides
with her mother at
1911 Gatesborough.
She has been
employed by the law
firm of Hughes &
Gregory since 1950 as
a legal secretary, office manager, and
bookkeeper.
Bailey is a graduate
of Hazel High School
and attended Union
University at Jackson,
Tenn. She attends
Hazel Baptist Church
where she has taught a
Sunday School Class
for many years.

Magazines
Needed
An appeal has been
made by MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for
magazines for the use
of the patients and
visitors.
Persons having
magazines to donate
may take them to the
front desk in the lobby
of the hospital, a
spokesman said.

Men's

Dress Pants
By Wrangler Size 30 Waist — 42
Colon Block, Brown, Navy,Camel & Maroon
•
Reg.$18.99

$1499

.
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CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION!
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Shop

Village"
641N.

1
Settle-Workman-Co.

All Ladies Velveteen 8 Velour

Murray

Downtown
Across from the Bonk of Murray where you'll always find- quality merchandise at
•
reasonable prices.
We Appreciate Your Business

New-Hours
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. 9-1
Phones
759-9777
759-9778
Uncle Jeff's
Shp. Or.
641 S.
Murray
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"The young man who has
not wept is a savage, and
the old man who will not
laugh is a fool." Santayana
Bridge players find their
laughs in different places
and Victor Motto of London
is a prime example. His idea
of a great time is to play
high stakes rubber bridge in
company with good players
and bad. In that kind of
game.he says, "There's precious little virtue, but no
tedium." As evidence, he
offers today's hand played
in London's St. James
Bridge Club.
Mollo relates, "You didn't
like my timid signoff in four
hearts? Neither do I, but
then you don't know my
partner and the mottd at
rubber bridge is 'faces make
cases.'
"Against a spade lead, I
went up with dummy's ace
and played the ace and
another heart, finessing the
jack for a winner. When
West dropped the 10 and
eight, the odds against my
dropping the queen were
high so I gave up on that
possibility.
"Instead I played East for

2'2. MI

both missing club honors
and ran dummy's club jack
after crossing to dummy's
diamond queen. West won
and realizing that a spade
ruff might help me. West
made the neutral return of a
diamond to dummy's king. I
ruffed a -spade myseff and
with a prayer cashed the
ace and king of clubs. When
these survived, I led a diamond to dummy's ace to
lead the 13th diamond.
East's last three cards were
the spade king and the Q-6
of hearts. Mine were the
good club four and the heart
NORTH
111-2211-A
•AQ54
V A9
•A K Q 2
•J 32
WEST
EAST
•10 7 6 3 2
•KJ9
•108
V Q 6 42
•5 4 3
•J 109
•Q 76
*10$5
SOUTH
•8
K J 753
•8 7 6
•A K 9 4

Newborn Admissions
Forrester, Baby Boy •
(Pamela ), Rt. 1,
Sedalia.
Ellenburger, Baby
Boy, Rt. 4 Box 112E,
Benton.
Dismissals
Jerry D. Carroll, Rt.
6, Murray, Janice K.
Rhodes and Baby Girl,
Rt. 2, Benton, Sheila
Fay.Smith and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Murray,
Sabrina A. Leslie and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Murray, Virginia L.
Newton, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Nancy F. Reifel, Rt. 5,
Murray.
Yvonne Catlett, Rt.
8, Box 38 Murray,
Sylvia J. Wyatt, Rt. 2,
Benton, Jean C.
Bynum, Rt. 4 Willow
Oaks, Paris, Tenn.,
Grace E. Curd, Rt. 5
Box 263, Murray,
Jackie S. Trimble, Rt.
1 Hardin, Otis L. Burk,
Box 191, Puryear,
Tenn., Eulala Barnett,
1314 Vine St., Murray.
Shirley J. Smith,
Box 11, Wingo, David
W. Al. Lessman, Rt. 1,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Jo Ann McLeod, Rt. 3,
Murray, Willie Lee
Foster, 411 North L. P.
10-17-81
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Stewart, Baby Boy
(Betty Jean), Rt. 4,
Cadiz.
DISMISSALS
Kathryn Jean Davis
and Baby Girl, 502
Pine St., Murray,
Charlotte Burkeen and
Baby Girl, P. 0. Box
15, Gilbertsville.
Gina G. Thomas,
1508 Henry St., Murray, Audrey Mae
Johnson.514 West
Walnut, Mayfield, Joe
M. Brandon, Rt. 3,
Murray, James M.
Hudgins, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn., Timothy S.
Belcher, Rt. 3, Benton,
Katie Lee Foster, 514
Wynn St. Paris, Tenn.
Nickey Joe Johnson,
Rt. 4 Box 302 Paris,
Tenn., Lochie F. Landolt, 1318 Wells Blv.d. Murray, Linda H.
Guthrie, 1406
Sycamore, Murray,
Kimberly D. Erwin,
Rt. 1, Hazel, William
J. Edmondson III, Rt.
5, Benton, Charles R:
McCoy, Rt. 3, Murray.
Alan W. Miller, Rt.

I ngain
Of Fart,ilv Game
The game,called Ungame,
consists of a board and
cards with -questions such
as:"What makes you angry?"
or "If you could become in-

*bible- where Wcould Om
What would you do?" In
the process of itnswering
these questionii, families and
friends, adults and children
share their ideas, feelings
and opinions in a non-competitive atmosphere. What ix
eventually gained is an insight and understanding that

helps make the players more
aware of their own feelings
and the feelings of others:

MILABLE
I

4*
VIP

OP

Pim
All

Pass

pais
Opening lead Spade trey
K-7. Regardless of what
East played, I was in control and another teetering
contract came home.
"Which is why rubber
bridge gives me laughs. One
horrible contract brought
home against long odds
gives more joy to the
wicked than 10 reasonable
ones made via reasonable
play '
Bid with Coro
South holds:

10-22-81-B

•8
11K J 7 5 3
•8 7 6
•A K9 4
North
1 NT

South

Vulnerable: Both
North. The bidding.

Dealer:

ANSWER: Three hearts.
Force to game and show the
five card heart suit.

North

West
Pass
Pass

--Send bndge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12343. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

East
Pass
Pass

2 NT
3•

South
3111
eis

Hospital Reports
10-16-81

Ika Walker Group Plans Coming Erents

ACES
'
IRA C CORN, JR

Miller St.„ Murray,
Harry E. Recker, 65
Bee Creek Dr., Murray, William Thomas
Lyons, 1607 College
Farm Rd., Murray:
Leroy Cunningham,
1702 West Main St.,
Murray,David E.Garrett, Rt. 3 Benton,
Joetta Johnson, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Thomas Hal
Alexander, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Cor'nelia A. Angle, Rt. 5,
Murray, Douglas
Eugene Garrett, 1704
Main St., Murray.
Do•nnie Dale
Garland, Box 26,
Almo, Sadie Nell
Waters, 1397 Johnson,
Murray, Seth Cooper,
H-3 Southside Manor,
Murray, Hollie 0. Moffitt, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Hugh Farris, 804
Story, Murray, Bobby
Joe Carson, Rt. 5, Murray.
Dorothy L. Stevens,
314 N. 16th, Mayfield,
Charles L. Lewis, Rt.
1, Dexter, Joe Pat
Farley, Rt. 8, Murray,
Arie N. Outland, 709
Chestnut, Murray,
Jessie Ryan Key, Rt.
1, Hazel, Mattie A.
Jones (expired), Convalescent Division,
Murray Hospital.
1, Mayfield, Avenell T.
White, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Delia N.
Shelton, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Lena Dunn, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Geneva L. Bell,
Rt. 8, Merrywood Dr.,
Benton, Lima Jean
Palmer, 403 Rison
Paris,Tenn.

Layaway Now
For Christmas

The new

Pieri
collections

Arriving Daily
BelAir Center
Murray '

The Bea Walker Rowenem
will be 'Nadu. Nov. home of Km Gears'
Group of the First
The ant meeting 1, at 7:38 p.m. at the Lilly.
Baptist Church
Women met Tuesday
evening, Oct. I, at the
▪ home of Mrs. Wayne
Halley with Mrs.
George Lilly, leader,
presiding.
Upcoming meetings
of concern to the circle
were discussed, including the GA Fair on
Oct. 24; the World Missions Conference
potluck luncheon to be
at the church on Nov.
2, from 10 a.m. to 2
_p.m; the B.SU luncheon on Nov. 111; and
the Week of Prayer
programs scheduled at
the church,Dec. 1-3.
It was also announced that the book study
will be at Elm Grove
Baptist Church Dec. 7
at 10 a.m. Betty Sledd
will lead the discussion. Members are
ou're Cordial)). Invited
asked to bring sack
To
Our
Free Make(her Clinic
lunches.
Call The cherry &Cinch on Chestnut for on appointment Hours I
Group members
5 Thursday & Friday - 753-8272
voted to help a church
YOU'LL LEARN the skincore pion that's Perfect for you by octudl
member who has been
ly using the products chosen tor your special needs
injured and directed
. YOU'D DISCOVER how to apply the newest makeup look by doing
the treasurer, Mrs.
your own makeup under the expert guidance of our loscensed
Wayne Bennett, to
cosmetologist. •
send a financial gift.
The look you achieve will be the one you'll wont to recreate again
A guest of the group,
and again. ..when you wish to be your most glowing self
Mrs. Bill Adams, Jr.,
Coll now or stop by the cosmetic counter for your appointment
presented the program
with a glorious new you
reporting on her recent trip to the Christian Concerns Conference at the Convention Center in
Louisville with the
theme of "The Virtuous Woman."
Refreshments were
Chestnut St.
served by Mrs. Halley,
assisted by Mrs. Allen
Russell and Mrs.

Cherry Branch
Beaut Clinic

)

•

10-6 M-F, 10-5 Sat

IMITS

•
ee these
Values!
All

"Center Stage" /
12

Off

1 Group "Joyce"

20% Off
Souse Petites

4

Velveteen Blazers

$1 5°°off
The

distinctive
coats

*Brown
°Camel
*Green
*Grey

Clothes Closet
Southside Manor Murray

••

•:.
Regulary 100"
NOW 85"
KHAKI
MAHOGANY

COSMETICS,INC.
Total Skin Care

Before

After

Sondra McClure

--t11/1

elan
WE'RE
FRIDAYS
UNTIL
P.M.
rs

Hair Stylist-Beverly Warren
Make-up Consultant-Vickie Roberts
Cosmetologist- June Johnson

8:30

Se eiegont and bo coordinated m
on elegant open-toed pump A
greet complement to arty Foil
wardrobe The perfect step.
for theiall of '81

LI DY

P6fd S
FLOWER
7P5 S. 4th ST.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 753-4320

SSOIA or'
Tempo IseS..

4
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Outland-Ray Vows Said At Church
In a candlelight of the groom served as boutonniers.
Reception
ceremony Susan hie best man. Brad
Following the
Frances Outland Ray, Alan Perkins,
became the bride of and Kirk Menser serv- ceremony, the recepMichael Alan Ray at ed as groomsman. tion was in the church
First Baptist Church, Ricky Hatley, Jimmy fellowship hall.
The wedding cake
Dawson Springs. The Harryman, Scott
Rev. Lawson William- Pendley and Johnny was arranged on a
McGregor served as round table covered
son officiated.
ushers.
The men in the with a floor-length
The bride is the
wedding party wore white satin cloth
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy D. Outland, black tuxedoes,ruffled overlaid with white
At P.N. Hirsch Cs. yea will fled oar
Lay-A-Wey
Hospital Road, white shirts trimmed lace. Guests were
holpfil
Memoirs 12 good moonsft wee ft todnyl Program can be vary
served
from
In
black
threeand
a
white silk
Dawson Springs,
I. Lay-A-Way as many articles as you went.
formerly of Murray. lily-of-the-valley tiered, wedding cake,
decorated with white
1. Lay-A-Way Selo Goods
The groom is the son of boutonnieres.
Jessica Jones, niece roses with natural
3. Lay-A-Way Ashdown or Clearance Goods
Mr. and Mrs. John
4. Nava as many Lay-A-Ways asin wont
Ray, Hamby Avenue, of the groom, was green leaves, white
flower girl and swags and white rufflS. $1.00 deposit starts e,lov-A-Way
Dawson Springs.
6. You Pr/ Only Once e Month
A program of music Stephen Crouch was ed garlands and top7. You can pay as low as $1.00 per month
was presented by ring bearer. The ped with a pearl heart
Gayle Perkins, flower girl wore a holding two white
I. Leave merchandise in ley-A-Wey as long as you tike
organist, Jim Lutz, white floor length doves and nestled in
9. No Finance Charges
pianist, Kelley Ray, dress with lace white lily-of-the10. No Service Charges
Elizabeth Herndon, streamers at her waist valley, white Grecian
Mr. and Mrs. Michael hilt RIly
11. Pick up Port of Ley-A-Way if you wont to
and Ricky Hatley, and in her hair and columns supporting
12. All money paid down, refunded if you don't wont your Lay-A-Way
carried a white lace the second and top tier
singers.
So, shop P.N. Hirsch Co. today and use our Ley-A-Way Program to
The wedding vows basket trimmed with and six small cakes Mrs. C. W. Jones, and centered with an
help
start you end your family getting reedy for the Winter Season or Loywere exchanged lily-of-the-valley and surrounding the bot- Yvonne Jones, Will arrangement of tiny
A-Way now for Christmas! There ore unlimited number of ways to save
Holt,
tom
white
tier
were
Dr.
all
lace
and
streamer
flowers.
Mrs. red
s
before a background of
when you Shop P.N. Hirsch & Co. in Murray!
Covers were laid for
a brass arch and filled with white decorated with white Richard Crouch,
Ginger,
roses.
sugar
plum
Stephen
silk
rose*
petals. The
and 32 persons.
candelabra flanked by
The refreshment David Crouch, Mr.and
two brass tree ringbearer was attired
candelabra each ent- in a white tuxedo iden- table with matching Mrs. Rick Jones,
Master Charge, Visa, Behrs Charge
wined with boxwood tical to the groom. He floor-length cloth and Jessica and Richie
and white satin bows carried a white heart- decorated with the Jones,all of Murray;
Mrs. John Ray and
holding white tapers. shaped satin pillow bride's and her attenFour seven-branch over-layed with lace dant's flowers was Norita Youngblood,
centered with an anti- Mayfield; Mr. and
brass candelabra also ruffles.
The
bride's
crystal punch bowl Mrs. Keith Lambert,
que
mothr
•
entwined with boxwood and white satin wore a floor-length and crystal appoint- Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Our Birthday Present to You!
bows holding white dress of mauve pink ments holding mints Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs.
Bring this coupon and receive
David Rose, Sr., and
tapers were at the with a sheer chiffon and nuts.
Serving at the recep- Duane Rose, Mr. and
base of the altar. A finger-tip length caplet
unity table was adorn- with matching ac- tion were Kathy Kelly, Mrs. Wayne Tilford,
any purchase over $20.00
ed with a large unity cessories and a wrist Bonnie Cooper, Wendy and Justin
Tilford,
corsage
Juanita
of
Paducah
Redman,
matching
Coupon
Don;
good now thrti Sunday,
candle and single
brass candlesticks silk rose buds. The na Dillingham, Darsi Helen Stephens and
October 18.
• .
with white tapers groom's mother wore Wagner, Cindy Brad Ray, Lexington;
Coupo
n
Good
on Entire Stock!
Opal
Sullivan and
decorated with white a floor-length dress of Franklin, Jeannette
Varlien
dusty
Stromatt
Perkins
rose
and
Freda
with
long
,
doves and ivy. HurWickliffe; Peyton
Menser.
ricane Lanterns ent- chiffon full sleeves and
Debbie Hyde, Ed- Alsup, Nashville;
wined with boxwood accordian pleated
dyville, cousin of the Gladys Perkins, Mr.
-and white satin bows skirt topped with a
bride presided at the and Mrs. Glen
marked the family finger-tip lace jacket.
She
choose
guest
register. Perkins, Alan and
burgundy
pews. Each window of
Distributing white rice Beth Perkins, La
the church contained accessories and
bags tied with gold Center; Mr. and Mrs.
. Now is your chance to save on our new fall blazers! A an arrangement of burgundy silk rose
cord were Beth Barrette McKnight,
good blazer is the backbone of any wardrobe . so begin
boxwood decorated budsfor her corsage.
Mrs. Logan Hyde, Perkins, cousin of the Cindy McKnight, Dimwittv—treet.Ttifully tailored blazers of wool, corduroy, or
with a white dove and
groom; Lori Hyde,Lee ple McElroy, and
velveteen. You can be sure they're a smart fashion investholding a single white Dawson Springs and
ment that will give you years of wear. Misses and Junior
taper to complete.the Mrs. Milton Outland, Anne Farmer and Jim Patricia Tucker,
Farmer,cousins of the Hopkinsville; Janese
Murray, grandsizes
setting.
Rhew, Mr. and Mrs.
mothers of the bride;
bride.
The Bride
For their wedding Jim Lutz, Emily and
• Escorted by her Mrs. John Ray,
father and given in Mayfield, grand- trip to French Lick, Jason Lutz, Madisonmarriage by her mother of the groom; Ind., the bride chose a ville; Mrs. James W.
parents, the bride Mrs. Larry Hyde, teal green dress top- Todd, Earlington; Mr.
Reg. 70.00
Reg. 6500
ped with a 'print and Mrs. Houston
chose a formal length Dawson Springs, aunt
Reg;6500
Named
of
the
sleeveles
and
bride;
Andy
s
jacket
Euple
trimgown of white organza
med with lace. She Harned, Frankfort;
with a high rise bodice Cavitt, Murray, greatwore black ac: India Hyde and Debbie
underscored by silk aunt of the bride; Opal
cesbories and a cor- Hyde, Eddyville; BonVenise lace. A sheer V- Sullivan and Varlien
yoke of schiffli em- Perkins, Wickliffe, sage of white silk roses nie Cooper, Mortons
tied with gold ribbons. :Gap, Kathy Lyons,
broidery was outlined great-aunts of the
Out-of-town guests Bowling Green;
in Venise lace with a groom were all
Jeanette Stromatt,
presented
included:
with
a
white
triple ruffle of organza
Mr and Mrs. Milton Princeton.
creating cap sleeves. silk rose corsage.
Rehearsal Dinner
The bride's grand- Outland, Mr. and Mrs.
The flared skirt was
The rehearsal dinenhanced by Venise fathers, Logan Hyde, Mancil Vinson, Mr.
lace motifs and a deep Dawson Spiings and and Mrs. Wilburn ner at the fellowship
ruffled flounce incircl- Milton Outland, Mur- Cavitt, Mr. and Mrs. hall at the First Baping the hemline and at- ray; Larry Hyde, C. H. Herndon, tist Church, Dawson
tached chapel length Dawson Springs, the Elizabeth Herndon,. Springs was given by
Betty Cassity, Mr. and the groom's parents,
train. Completing the bride's uncle, and
bridal ensemble was a Wilburn Cavitt, Mur- Mrs. Charles Outland, Mr. and Mrs. John
Lynne Outland, Mrs. Ray. The tables were
Juliet cap of matching ray, great-uncle of the
Bobby R. Allen, Fred decorated with red and
bride, were presented
lace with a fingertip
Workman, Mr. and white checked cloths
veil of silk illusion edg- with lily-of-the-valley
ed in lace.
The bride carried a
cascade bouquet of
white silk roses and
accented with lily-oftLe-valley,
stephanotis, orange
blossoms and ivy.
The bride carried
out the tradition of
something old,
something new,
something borrowed
and something blue.
Her something old and
her something blue
was a blue handkerchief that belonged to
her great-great grandmother, the late
Frances Jones; the
something new was a
gold and pearl
necklace, a gift from
the groom; something
borrowed were diamond earrings belonging to her grandmother, Mrs. Logan
Hyde. She carried a
new penny in her left
shoe given to her for
luck by her sister,
Sherida Outland.
Her sister, Sherida,
served as maid of
honor. Lynne Outland,
Cindy McKnight and
Teri Ray were
bridesmaids. They
wore identical - gowns
of teal green fashioned
with floor length skirts
and .lace capelets.
Reg. 25.99
Reg. to 24.99
P.ach carried a long* Pleated Styles
stemmed white silk
rose ttrTf WifffgoId and
Wear our georgettes FiErliantlebiTylor a
Reg. 29 99- ' .
15.99
white lace streamers.
dressy look or.pair them with skirts and
Save on peppy plaids t four -gorse and
The groom was ata-blazer to soften-the most-tailored outpleated styles. Ongoing. favortteS to
tired irr a white tuxedo,
fit. Several styles. Misses and Junior
wear time and again. Fall plaids. Misses
ruffled shirt and White
sizes.
and Junior sizes. .
silk rose bud with lilyof-the-valley boutonniere.
Central Shopping Center
Hrs. 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
753-7991 •
Kelley Ray, brother
Hwy. 641 N.

USE P.N. HIRSCH lit Co.
LAY-A-WAY PROGRAM!

40th Anniversary Sale
$5.00 Off

SALE!
BLAZERS, BLAZERS, BLAZERS'

•

Wool
Blazers

Corduroy
Blazers

Velveteen
Blazers

28.99 I 28.99 I 33.99

Georgette Blouses

Wool-Blend Skirts

12.99

•

A .

•

11.99_

-

1-5 Sun.
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Only one
Ultra light
100's
gives you the
Merit
taste idea.
MERIT
Ultra Lights

44

Regular
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigaretre Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

0Philip

enthol... nly5mg
tar.
Morns Inc I 9A I

5 mg' tar: 0 5 mg nfc-, !inf
av ger cigarv:!ze

MERIT

ES Thu\missy,1k-tuber 22. 1441
PAGES -Till'mt RR 41.li,..IMAM a TIM,

he contracted syphilis! I know all this because I was the
friend who took Tim La the clinic for treatments.
I just want to say that it's not only thewirl who pays the
price for hasty lies. (Consider the boy who has fathered a
child out of wedlock.)
Please print this to let other boys know that virginity is
nothing to be ashamed of. I'm not a religious fanatic, I'm
just waiting for "the right time."
• IN NO HURRY

Child Abuse Workshop
Set For Today, Friday
A one-day workshop

for nurses titled "Child
Abuse" was scheduled
today through the continuing education program of the Department of Nursing at
Murray State University.
Scheduled to run
from 9:15 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the University
Center, the workshop
was to be open to both
registered and licensed practical nurses to
gain more information
about child abuse, including physical and
mental abuse, neglect,
sexual abuse and the

Participants were to
discuss the profile of
abusers, techniques in
Barbara Conway- assessment, limits in
Rutkowliki, coor- intervention, a pracdinator of nurse con- tical model for helping
sultation services in and ideas in increasing
Evansville, Ind., was parent effectiveness.
to comduct the Group activities were
work.shop. A to focus on ways that
registered nurse with participants can meet
experience in both nur- the needs of children in
sing education and West Kentucky.
practice, Mrs.
Janice A. Russell,
Conway-Rutkowski nurse administrator
has written several ar- for continuing educaticles and books on a tion at Murray State,
variety of topics in said participants can
nursing, particularly earn credit for six conpediatric neurology tinuing education conand nursing manage- tact hours by attenment.
ding the workshop.
Special problems of
runaways.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE
BUILDING
'

Is Pleased to Announce
Harrell's Farm
And Home Supply

PwwX

Is Now An Authorized
Dealer

for our portable storage buildings, green houses,
patios,farm buildings and building supplies.
Purchase a storage building at Harrell's and receive a
shopping spree
0525.00 merchandise on a 8'x8' building.
450.00 merchandise on a 8'x12 building
*575.00 merchandise on a 8's16'building.
4100.00 merchandise on a 10'x20' building

oktt

Diding Harrell's Get Acquainted Bonus Offer.
Offer Ends November 15th

SHOP THE REST... BUY THE BEST... FOR LESS..•

HARRELL'S FARM AND
753-7862
HOMESUPPLY 'Hwy.641 E.

By Abigail Van Buren

Funeral Arrangements
Worry Would-Be Suicide

•••

DEAR. ABBY: I have a question which, as you will see, I
can't very well ask anyone else. I am nearly 80, quite alone
in the world, and have a progressive disease that will
eventually make me helpless. Before that time comes,I plan
to end my own life, a choice I believe each one of us has the
right to make for himself.
Lam Jewish, but not Orthodox. I want a Jewish funeral,
but I need to know if a rabbi would consent to perform a
funeral for a person known to have committed suicide.
Could I be buried in a Jewish cemetery? Please do not
identify me or my town.
ANONYMOUS

DEAR ABBY: A recent discussion with my girlfriend has
led me to write to you with this question. For the last three
months we have been together daily with very few exceptions. We have dinner together almost every night and have
slept in the same bed (at my place) about five nights out of
the week.
She maintains an apartment nearby where she keeps her
clothes and belongings and goes there just to change
clothes, do her laundry, pay her bills, get her mail, etc.
I say that we are living together. She says we are not.
What do you say?
US IN SAN FRANCISCO

DEAR ANONYMOUS: According to Jewish law,
our bodies belong to God,and only he can take a life.
However, out of consideration for the grieving
family, suicides are entitled to have a religious
funeral and they may be buried in a Jewish cemetery.

DEAR US: I say as long as she maintains an
independent residence, you are not living together.

DEAR ABBY: Your column telling girls that they don't
have to "go all the way" to prove their love has made me sit
down and write this.
Why is all the blame piled ()Rae boys? Listen to this: I'm
a high school henior. I dateda irl last year (I'll call her
Angie)and she told me if I didn't go to bed with her it meant
I didn't "love" her. Well, I kept my self-respect and my
virginity, even though Angie leaked a few rumors around
school.
A friend of mine (I'll call him Tim) was advised by his
father to get some "experience" in his teens so that when he
gets married he will be able to guide his bride through the
honeymoon. Tim followed his father's advice and as a result

CONFIDENTIAL TO MUSICIAN'S WIFE: Don't
judge all women by the ones who chase your husband. Musicians are constantly being pursued by
women, but those who don't want to be bothered
know how to ignore the overtures when they get the
pitch.
• ••

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents)envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

Music Theory Lectures Scheduled
Dr. Gene Cho, coorSix programs are to
dinator of music be presented by Cho in
theory in the School of Room 347 of the Price
Music at North Texas Doyle Fine Arts
State University, will Center, five to Murray
present guest lectures State students and a
on music theory today 'special session for
and Friday, at Murray Murray State DepartState University.
ment of.Music faculty.

.0

SATURDAY
NMI.FEVER

a9111)9

DEAR IN: I commend you for your wholesome
outlook and manly self-control. It's too bad Tim's
father didn't tell his son how to prevent the twin
tragedies of irresponsible sex: venereal disease and
unwanted pregnancies.

THETEN
COM MAN DMEMS

LOVE
RY

DO1

DISNEY
CARTOON PARADE
VOL. 1

OOLDFINGER
ESCAPE

Wither

FROM

ALCATRAZ

WHICH OF k hilIKANWAk
THESE
GREAT SHOWS
DO YOU WANT
TO WATCH ON TV
TONIGHT?

ICTORY

THE

AT SEA

memaarwie

-TH1 BAD NEWS
r.
#46.

SINGIN'
IN ME RAIN

Cho will lecture to to Murray State
freshmen and students.
Cho, who milted the
sophomore music
students Thursday on doctorate in music
"A Path Toward Aural theory at NorSkill Proficiency" and thwestern University
to faculty on in Evanston, Ill., has
"Teaching Music had several works
Theory: Why, What, published, including
and., How?" He will "Sonata for Alta Saxpresent lectures Fri- ophone and Piano"
day on music theory and "Melodic, Dyadic
and harmonic analysis and Harmonic

Murray Home & Auto tti-,

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Atel/alue

Phone
753-2571

.AP["*LPE 5,7av,

AcMingiOne

4mington.

Model 870

Model 1100

Wingmaster®
Pump Action
Shotgun

Autoloading
Shotgun

• Best-selling
pump gun in
the U. S. A.
• Double actionbars for smooth,
dependable
operation.
• Receiver
machined from
solid steel.

•Best-selling
autoloader in
the U.S. A.
•Gentle recoil
effect.
•Receiver
machined from
solid steel.
•Quick-change
extra barrels
available in
all gauges...
and no tools
are needed to
change barrels.

• Quick-change
extra barrels
available in
all gauges . . .
and no tools
are needed to
change barrels.
• Made in U. S. A.

EAT TO TM

Singing: Graded Exercises." Two other
works are scheduled
for publication in early
1982.
Cho is a member ofthe Texas Society roe
Music Theory ex:.
ecutive board and has
served as guest lecturer at the Texas
Music Educators'.
Association.

•Made in U.S. A.

441113,

THE CHOICE IS
YOURS WITH

/@//i//gtOfie

Pçmingtona

Model 700 BDL

dk

Custom'Deluxe
Bolt Action
Center Fire Rifle

SelectaVision

•

Nothing you want to watch on TV? There's always
something worth watching on RCA VideoDiscs. The
expanding library of RCA VideoDisc titles Contains
award-winning movies, concerts, sports1. children's
shows, educational programs and more. Now you can
"g6 to the movies" rightin your own home and save
the cosi- of admission tickets, gas and baby sitters.

How do you play VideoDiscs? Through your own TV on
the RCA VideoDisc Player. This marvel of space-age
engineering is simple to hook up. As simple to operate as a
phonograph. And built with all the technical know-how of
a leader in home video electronics. Best of pll is the
VideoDisc Player's surprisingly affordable price. Come in
for a demonstration and bring the magic home.

VideoDisc albums'from $1498 / VideoDisc Player only $498"
-....41101111111ftnow..._
•

Center Fire
Autoloading
Rifle
• New and improved
version of the
best-selling
autoloading big
game rifle In the
U.S.A.

• Deluxe grade of
the best-selling
bolt action
center fire rifle in
the U.S.A.
• Hinged floor
plate—hooded
front sight—
sling strap &
quick-release
swivels—cut
checkering.
• Extra-strong
action; 3 rings of
solid steel
surround head of
cartridge.
• Made in U.S.A.

• Gas operated;
elects & reloads
while eye stays on
sights & target.
• Extra-strong
action; 3 rings of
solid steel
surround head of
- cartridge.
• Sliding-ramp roar
sight gives more
precise range
• sating
•-P.o.J.arlAst•
•

•

• Made in U.S.A. •

753-1713

Special Soh

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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$28495
•

$299"

***6111101.
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Mon.-Sat.
Green Light
Specials
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Will Run No Layaways
Sunday 12-6 p.m.
Every_ No Rain Checks
Sidewalk Sale Friday and Saturday
30 Minutes
36 Piece Old Hickory
and
in
Our
Store
Sidewalk
GREAT BARGAINS on Our
.R29.12.661'9
Knife Set
Shoe Skates
Set
Socket
51.12
Reg.
66`
Reg.
eitinjHouse
SO
2Pkg. 2,0r$1.2
Li
Nylint
Gift Boxed By Gloria Gray
Farm Set
Cases
Pillow
Enterprise Sliverstone
6 Piece Menu-Efte
Cornin ware Set Reg. 17.97$13 Cookware Set

Reg. 13.88

Mens IL Boys Pkg. of 3

$15Socks

Reg. 20.97

Rog. LSI $ 1.

3 Pkg.
Composition

Large Asst.
Of Men's

24"

Knit
Shirts

In Our Material
Dept.
Asst. Colors
60" Wide
Reg. 1.97 Pei Yd.

Bamboo Napkins
Lamps
12's

Asst. Sizes
Colors & Styles
Reg. 7.88-10.88

Reg 17 00

Tom Scott
Cashew

10 Pk.
$2.50 Value
Reg. 1.38

Reg. 3.66

$1

Kraco Mag IV 4

E2 Guard

Model KS-275-F
Reg. 19.88

Kraco 5tereo

Speaker Speaker
System
Protector System
Model TR I-469A
Model KS-44-4F
Custom
Tailgate

00.00,000000.0000411111

Reg.$15.88

or 200 Ct.
Notebook
Filler

Pa§r

Weathershield

Gun
Case

$8
Reg. 9.97

$2

Reg. 21.77

AILABLE

Kraco
Stereo

Chunks Speaker
System
12 Oz. Can

Sandwiches

Shoplight

Books

$

Austin's Cheese
Peanut Butter

0

Reg. 1.28

12 $1

$5

.11.41"iebftareteC0414
• A fabric tiliat
expinds and contract',
With every movement,
• Provides trot:* j:;
you derni*,'„
* l'aficrei for a man's bad
• Traditona
Iffmternitieut st?A$1141-

Kotex
Feminine

McCullough
10"

Chain
Saw
Sole

$50
$58
15
$10
Reg.68.88

Reg. 13.88

00111
4

Child's Western

Order

oxer Jeans

$1 1

Large Assortment

Tool Boxes
Reg.4.72-5.49

2.50
Hand Towells Rq.
"
17 1 25
c
Bath Towels Reg.$3.88

Wash cloths Reg.$1.267t

PL.

Bel Air
Shopping Ctr. Murray

—

•
WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—It sour 'intention to
have every advertised 'tern in stock. however if clite to any'unforeSeen reason
an advertiSed item is not availabte.tor purchase. Wal-Mart will issu-i a Rain
Check on request, tor the rnerchandse to be Purchased at the sale Price
.sell you a s.rnitar steni at a comparable reduction in
whenever evadable or will
Once We reserve the right to limit quantities

MasterCard

Sports

Ifi I hurs.1.,‘ Ileuil.er 22, 1981

the
Murray Ledger & Times

Laker Homecoming Could
Produce- District Champ
3. Make for a festive team's depth, but not
night of Homecoming their record, as they
try to polish off their
entertainment,and;
44 Mean the Lakers remaining three opponents before enterare playoff-bound.
Harp's squad comes ing state Class AAA
off a two-week layoff competition. The
after defeating Lakers have surpassReidland, 12-0, a ma- ed all preseason hopes,
jor hurdle in the race and are 6-2 overall and
for the district crown. unbeaten in the
1. Clinch the chamConference title. The The break" from compionship of District •
Besides using the
conference is made up petition has given
One, Region 1, mark- of teams within the Harp .time to get this layoff time to get his
Mg a milestone in the. district, and consists team completely team healthy once
Calloway County footof two Laker victims, healthy for the first again, Harp has put
ball program, which is Lone Oak and time this eyar since the team through a
only in its third year;
series of conditioning
Beidland, and poten- opening day.
Injuries to Calloway exercises which in2. Clinch the tial victim — Crithave hurt the clude' wind sprints,
gridders
Western Kentucky tenden County;

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
The way Laker
Coach Sam Harp sees
it, this Friday's home
football game against
Crittenden County is
important for four
reasons. A Calloway
County win will:

LAKER LINEUP — Calloway County High School had an extra week's practice before the Lakers
including a four-squad
take on Crittenden County Friday night for Homecoming. A few extra drills
in anticipation of an
exercises
conditioning
of
variety
a
and
run,
mile
a
sprints,
wind
extra
-war,
tug-o
workouts.
week's
regular
extended playoff season were added to the

New-iewe dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WWII sell.
As year deities, it's my jib to help you woke the
most of your aiiit aeighberhood. Orr sheep* areas.
Comr.inity oppertisities. Special attreetimis. Lets
'acts to save yea time aid mosey.
Plus a basket of gifts fir yew family.
I'll be listening fir yew sail.

elcome

ago" hiftruoinennt
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

•

KICKED AROUND — Kicking specialis4 for both Calloway County
and Murray'high schools have been essential ingredients in both teams'
success this season.(Above) Place kicker Don Hargrove boots a bull'seye for the Lakers and (below)David Denham approaches his 19th consecutive extra point for the Tigers.

MHS Wanti To Dispel'Paper Tiger'Image

Getting settled
made simple.

Inge King 492-11348

400-meter run and a
mile-run. And while
the team is looking
first to knock off 1-6
Crittenden, the head
coach admitted there
have been some practices devoted to the
likely matchup between the Lakers and
Franklin-Simpson.
Franklin-Simpson,
which lost last week to
Class 4A Bowling
Green,14-7, has only to
defeat 1-8 Barron
County before bineing
placed in the playoff
slot facing the District
1,Region 1 champs.
"As coaches, we've
got to go ahead and
look at FranklinSimpson," Harp said.
"But if we don't beat
Crittenden, we don't
have to worry about
the playoffs."
One device used to
psyche-up the Lakers
during practice this
week was a tug-of-war.
Harp said the squad
was divided into four
teams, one under the
direction of each
coach. The head coach
said his unit came in
second to the powerful
team of assistant
coach John Orr.
- Hopefully, the whole
team will pull together
to defeat Crittenden,
which has one district
win and is 1-6 overall.
Kickoff for the
Homecoming game is
at 7:30 at Laker
Stadium.

By JIM RECTOR
Russellville players
Sports Editor
will be overlooking
Murray High School MHS towards the
football coach John playoffs when the two
Hina openly admits his teams collide.
Tigers will be using
"I've maintained the
the Caldwell County philosophy that we apTigers as a stepping proach our non-district
stone to district rival games as games
Russellville, Oct. 30. -where we improve our
He also hopes the total program to
prepare for our
district opponents.
We've had a long
series of games
against Caldwell County and we're expecting
another tough game
from them. Last year
they beat us like a
bunch of yard dogs and
this year we're hoping

1982CAVALIER

to play more like real
Tigers instead of
paper Tigers like we
did last year," Hina
said.
Despite the presence
of Friday's game,
most of Hina's conversation and attention is
understandably said Hina.
Russellville, the
directed toward next
defending Class A
Friday's matchup.
"Russellville's got to champs, currently are
take us into considera- 6-2 overall and 3-0 in
tion as contenders for district play. The Panthe title although I thers travel to Trigg
think they've got the County (non-district)
impression that the ti- before hosting Murray
tle is already sewed up (4-4, 4-0 district) and
for 'em. The only thing Fulton County, in
is, they've still got to district competition.
But not to lose sight
convince us of that,"

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

11--7--r—

Phone
753-2571
.ARDVrAlif Si0,4( S

WE'VE
GOT THE
CAR FOR YOU!
HEY WESTERN KENTUCKY
WE'VE GOT THE CAR FOR YOU'
ITS THE NEW 1982 CHEVROLET
CAVALIER ITS THE MOST
COMPLETE NEW CAR WE'VE
EVER INTRODUCED'
GET YOURSELF ON THE WINNING
TEAM AND SEE YOUR WESTERN
KENTUCKY CHEVROLET
DEALER TODAY'
THE NEW CAVALIER
ITS SOMETHING
TO CHEER ABOUT'
WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD
SELECTION OF 1981
MODELS IN STOCK'

CARRYING CASE
Nig EXTRA CHAIN

EPA Estimated MPG
Use these figures for
comparison
Your actual mieage
may differ depending
on speed distance
weather
Actual highway
mleage lower

What Color's
Car
YourWill
Wash A

Each Day We
Different Color Car Free - with
Fill-Up:
EXAMPLE

value up to

$55.50

12.9%

Monday green: all green cars will be woshed free
with fillup all day Monday.

Purchase an Echo Chain Saw,
Model CS-452VL or CS-500VL
(with 16" or 20" bar) and receive the Carrying Case and an
extra Oregon Chain, FREE!
SAVINGS TO 855.00

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
GMAC FINANCING

AVAILABLE
ON /982 CAVALIERS
AND CITATIONS
F012 A LIMITED TIME

of Friday's encounter, strong. We'll be workCaldwell County ing on improving our
boasts a 4-5 mark, 1-1 passing gartve which I
in Class AA league wasn't too pleased
play and presenty with last week
ranks above Trigg although we did some
County, in the league good things in that
race with Mayfield area," Hina
"We'll have to avoid
and Heath.
Last year Al Gior- making those silly
dano's Tigers finished mistakes we made last
7-3 overall, but this week if we're going to
season a sputtering of- have a good game Frifense has produced on- day."
Last week MHS
ly 97 points while the
Caldwell defense has celebrated its most
given up 203 in nine convincing win, 38-0,
over Greenville
games.
The Murray Tigers despite getting off to a
will be gunning "total- slow start in the first
ly for victory" says quarter. Caldwell
Hine, but the MHS County will be trying
traveller4.will be gun- to recover from its
ning without two worst defeat of the
bullets — receivers season, a 35-0
Jon Billington, who whitewashing by
was injured in a B- Heath.
"Caldwell County
Team game last week
and is out for two more .played Heath last
week without their
weeks with a fractured
knuckle, and senior hest runningback
quick-end Chris Fazi, which definitely made
who was injured and a difference. They'll
be healthy and ready
will be sidelined with a
non-football related in- for us though," Hina
jury sustained over the predicted.
Kickoff is scheduled
weekend
"Overall Caldwell for 7:30 p.m. at
Caldwell County.
will be big, tough and

MON.-GREEN

TUES.-SILVER

•

Purchase an Echo chain Saw,
Moist CS-302S-es- CS-3114
(with 14" or 16" bar) and re,
ceive the CaFrying Case and an
'extra Oregon Chain, FOROPILY
88.88! SAVINGS TO 840.07

A3C:w
DWAIN TAYLOR

WED.
THURS.-BLUE
1
RED OR YELL0-„

FRI.-WHITE

HWY 641 SOUTH, MURRAY, KY. 753-2617
•

OFFER GOOD WHILE
SUPPLIES LAST!
ONE that lasts!

SAT. LACK
OR BROWN

AMOCO CAR WASH
1102 Chestnut

753-1331

BEST

C

PACE II THI. 411.!MAI . hi .1.1.111.1..H a TI411..s.
Tliwrocia).11eiwber u.1981

Smith Vies For Winning Season Prize
After an epidemic of
near-misses last year,
Murray State Lady
Racer basketball
coach Jean Smith has
her sights clearly set
on the prize that has
narrowly eluded her --a winning season.
"Personnel wise, we
may be in the best
shape since I've been
here," said Smith who
is beginning her fifth
season with the Lady
Racers. "Hopefully,
we can make another
move up the ladder."
The Lady Racers
began full-scale practice sessions Tuesday
following a successful
conditioning program
that left Smith more
than satisfied.
"We certainly look
stronger than last
year," noted Smith.

"We have experienced mg the best basketball
in the form of six since they've "been
seniors on the roster here," added Smith.
and our backcourt "They may be ready to
play appears to be make a significant
much stronger than I contribution this
had originally year."
thought."
- Smith also returns
Smith returns 10 per- junior 6-4 center Diane
formers from last Oakley who paced the
year's 13-15 squad.The Lady Racers in reLady Racers lost nine bounding last season
games by seven points with a 7.3 average and
or less last year and ranked third in scoring
Smith believes .her with an 11.3 mark.
team's depth and ex- Smith has a trio of
perience should help talented seniors,
reverse those results.
Jeanette Rowan,
Smith singled out the Bridgette Wyche and
improvement of senior Nancy Flynn available
Kim Morris in the to secure the Lady
backcourt along with Racer inside game.
6-2 sophomore forward
One promising
Marianne Baucom and newcomer in the mid6-1 senior forward dle will be 6-0
Shelly Steinkoenig.
freshman Sharon
"Kim, Shelly and Cooper of Memphis
Mariane may be play- .Treadwell High

School. Cooper is a
defensive specialist
who may also develop
as a strong offensive
threat.
"I feel much more
comfortable about our
guard situation," said
Smith, "I don't believe
it will be the problem
area I was anticipating."
In addition to Morris, the Lady Racer
backcourt includes
sophomores Lori Barrett and Mina Todd,
senior Marla - Kelsch,
and freshman Jennie
Redwine.
Barrett is termed by
Smith as 'a greatly
improved player"
while Todd was impressive last season in
earning All-OVC
freshman team
honors. Kelsch is a

three-year letter winner who can operate at
forward or guard and
Redwine is a candidate for playing time
in her initial collegiate
season

Smith will provide a
preview of the Lady
Racer squad Nov 7
Saturday 1 with an intrasquad scnmrnage
at Racer Arena as part
of the Kentuckian&

team in the International League and' a
former Dodger.
"I got George
(owner George Steinbrenner) to. bring
Oates up," John
explained. "It was just
to kind of refresh
myself on what I
wanted to do. Before
the game, Cerone,
Oates and I went over
what we wanted to do
and our game plan
worked."
Although John said
he didn't think he was
tiring, he was lifted for
a pinch-hitter in the
bottom of the seventh.
New York relief ace
Rich Gossage, who
throws blazing aspirin
tablets compared to
John's Medicine balls,
allowed one more hit
over the final two innings while striking out
three.
The Yankees, who
provided John with an

unearned run in the
fifth inning, pushed
across two runs in the
eighth agd, with
Gossage throwing
smoke, the Dodgers'
goose was cooked.
,"I felt like Goose out
there tonight," said
Gossage, who also
saved Tuesday night's
Series opener,
although he needed a
spectacular fielding
play by third baseman
Graig Nettles to help
him out of a jam. "I
felt great. I said last
night (Tuesday) that I
would be better this
time."
Gossage throws an
awesome fastball, but
he was more impressed with the way John,
a cagey 38-year-old
veteran, handled the
Dodgers with his
sinker.
"Tommy John is the
greatest," Gossage
said. "I have more

admiration and
respect for him.,after
HORSE RACING
what he's gone
KEMPTON PARK,
through...I'd want my England (AP) —
son to grow up to be Walter Swinburn and
like Tommy John."
Pat Eddery won the
last
two races as BriJohn retired the first
12 Los Angeles batters tain rallied to beat the
before the Dodgers United States 6540 in
posed their only threat the Chivas Regal
of the evening. Steve Trophy international
Garvey opened the jockeys championship.
The U.S. team was
fifth with a single, took
second as Ron Cey comprised of Willie
grounded out and went Shoemaker, Chris Mcto third on a throwing Carron, Laffit Pincay,
error by shortstop Jorge Velasqpez and
Steve Cauthen. Britain
Larry Milbourne.
was represented
However,John fann- Lester Piggott, by
Joe
ed Ken Landreaux and Mercer,
Swinburn,Edkept the Dodgers dery and
GreVille
scoreless only because Starkey.
he got his glove in the
way of Steve Yeager's
Major League
line drive. The ball
Baseball
rolled behind the
mound where John
Tuesday's Game
New York 5, Loa Angeles 3
pounced on it and fired
Thursday's
Game 1
to first. The throw pullNew York 3, Los Angeles ,
ed first baseman Bob
New York leads series 2-0
Friday's Game
Watson off the bag and
Nw York Righetti 11-4 at Los
he collided with
Angeles Valenzuela 15.7(n)
Saturday's Game
Yeager, but held onto
New York at Los Angeles
the ball for the final
Sunday's Game
out.
New York at Los Angeles, if
necessary
As John crossed the
Tuesday'sGame
Los Angeles at New York,
first base line toward
In
if
I,
necessary
the dugout, he spoke to
Wednesday,Oct. X
Yeager, whose colli- Los Angeles at New York,
sion with Watson (n1,if necessary.
knocked the first
baseman's glasses off.
"I told Yeager the
Rams could use him,"
John said.

ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS
_ If you are contractor interested in doing
rehabilitation work and would like to be placed
on our bid list, contact Frank Mosko at 502-2362553 or write City of Hickman Community
Development, P. 0. Box 230, Hickman, Ky.
42050.
Contractors will be required to have the
following.
1. Work References
2. Credit References
3. Liability insurance
4. Workmen's Compensation Insurance

00 DISCOUNT
$1
00
0
All 1981 VW Diesel

Rabbits, Trucks And Sedans Steck
Thru Oct. 31
Highest fain America — 4tIiIear In A ROw

119"
Picku Truck

Carroll VW

Ill Gettilit
;11.

flierisy, K .

ilfiliTiegt

at It

m under eanielike
conditions Me intrasqudyi competition is
free and opcn to the
pubis,

We're Arriving Mon. Oct. 26 1981

AcZallittow
-Retreads
With Warranty
Reg. Hwy. or
Snow Tires
These Are All

WHITE WALLS
REGULAR HWY..
G7815
87813
E7814
G7814
H7815
17815

$29.50
22 50
$25.50
$29.50
$3O0
$31.50
Includes F E
and Mountinq
AM $3 00 For Mud
and Snow Tires •

•

S. 12th.
Murray, Ky.

Open
Doily
8-5

753-0595

OPENING
Thursday, October 22
PPENN
HILLBILLY
BARN
408 N. 12th
IBehinti Pizia

IItit

•

Backed up By 200 Acres of Apples
and 100 Acres of Peaches.
Featuring
*5 Varieties-of Apples *Honey
*Sorghum *Apple Cider
•
*All Kinds Of Fresh PrQdyce
*Country Hams
Fruit Baskets for All Occc:Isiong

FLIPPEYS
HILI,B11.141.
..'BAR
N. 12th
Behind Pir2a Hut

Rabbit

before LA It 1lading with
thf'

1981-82 LADY RACERS — (front row from left), Jennie Redwine-.-Diiii
Kim Morris, Lori Barrett, Jeanette Rowan.(Back row from left) Head n Uelterus, Marla Kelsch.
coach
Wyche, Nancy Flynn, Marianne BaUCCUI, Diane Oakley, Shelly Steinkoenig,Jean Smith, Bndgette
Sharon Cooper, Mina
Todd,assistant coach Jackie Mounts,assistant coach Bonnie Young.
-

Yankees Rally Behind John, sp
orats,
'Goose'To Blank Dodgers Briefly
NEW YORK(AP)—
Tommy John called it
one of his most satisfying victories on a
baseball field. But his
3-8 triumph in_ the second game of the
World Series Wednesday night fell far short
of a touching incident
that took place about
six weeks ago off the
field.
That was the day
John's 2/
1
2-year-old son
Travis left -the
hospital, where he had
been for almost a
month after suffering
a serious head injury
in a fall from a thirdfloor window at a New
Jersey beach house.
"The greatest thing
in my life was the day
we walked Travis out
of.the hospital," John
paid. "Anything after
that is just less."
It was John's fourth
World Series game.
The first three came
against the New York
Yankees when he pitched for the Los
Angeles Dodgers. This
time he was pitching
for the Yankees
against the Dodgers,
the team he left following the 1978 season to
sign as'a free agent
with New York.
John said his
familiarity with many
of the Dodger players
could have hurt him,
but it didn't.
"I had to get it out ofmy mind that I knew
these guys," John
said. "I had to pitch
my game. One of the
things about pitching
against a club you
played on is that
sometimes knowledge
can be a dangerous
thing. You tend to say,
`Those guys are good.
They can hit this pitch
or that pitch.' You tend
to get out of your
game. I had to pitch
like I was facing the
Cincinnati Reds,or the
Detroit Tigers or the
Milwaukee Brewers."
To make sure he
didn't stray from his
game plan — it wat a
typical Tommy John
performance; three
hits in seven innings
with 13 ground ball
outs — John held a
pregame cram session
with catcher Rick
Cerone and Johnny
Oates, a catcher-coach
with the Yankees' Columbus, Ohio, farm

Girl Scout Rasketball
Clinic
Smith and her squad.
*ill provide a teaching
clinic for scouts from
throughout western
Kentack) and Indiana

•
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SUPPORT THE TIGERS
attend Friday night's game
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Murray High School
Travels To

Caldwell County
Kickoff at 7:30 p.m.
753 6656

804 Chestnut

Murray
Electric
System

regatti

Go Get Em
Tigers!
Good Luck

401 Olive

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

Good Luck Tigers
from

University
Gulf
Gulf

At Five Points
753-5782
L.D. Workman
Owner

From Mr. Gatti's

Randy Thornton*
Heat & Air Conditioning
Heating. Air Condstsontny
Commercial Relrigetrorran
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

802 Chestnut 753-8181
Murray, Ky.

Roberson's Ilih Burger
Inn

es-

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

SHIELD OF SHELTER
For your

, >—
DAN McNUTt
522 W. MAIN
753-0445

SHIELD
SHELTER

Nor
5MA Nt E
'
-41
SHEETER If
nimeriv-A0

4

[61

Oldsmobile
Pontiac I Cadillac

So isfied Customers
Are Our
Main Concern'

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

FOOD
GIANT

1982 MUSTANG
High Excitement

dor

Storey's

High Mime

Parker Ford
701 Mole 753-5273

07,o,
OC>

We're With You
- All The Way

HEALTH LIFE HOME CAR

Owned By
Mildred & Harley Roberson
famous idr Pit Barbecue,
Homemade Pips &
Plate Lunchptim,

HIGH EXCITEMENT
HIGH MILEAGE
LOW PR

.121,,•,

Purdom
Motors

the
shoe
• tree
Southside Manor

"Ma lir

TIGERS

geoRpowq.
1'444.131111F. Mt it 11 . K',.. RAMAN &

rents and
imIrezi- and a HalloeA:r. special are
..iernig productions
• •c•hcouit 1 I beginning
Monde!. Oct. 26, on
MSU-P, Cable-11,
Prodtp.A by former
Murray State faculty
rrn"her-- Dr. Stephen

Theemia).

Shechtman and Dr.
Mark Singer,
"Parents and
Children" features
discussions with
families from the Murray area and will be
presented at 6 p.m.
each Monday.
Topics for "Parents
and Children" include

Administrator
Forgets Money,
Still Gets Tour
INDEPENDENCE,
Mo. i.APl•— A
Maryland school administrator didn't
have the price of admission..but be still got
--1-1-grand tour of the
Truman Library,after
official: walked up and
congratulated him as
the kiiiq:eum's five
.millionth vistor.

Charles Russell,
data processing threetor for the Anne
Arundel County, Md.,
school system, said he
wasstanding in the entrance to the 24-yearold library that houses
papers of the late
President Harry S.
Truman when he
realized he had forgotten his money.

kliplwr 4t. Val

.faintly pressures. ef- for o.t. .2r29 is as
fective parenting and - follows.
single parents.
*May - 6:00 p.m.
Shechtman and Singer "Parents and
produced the eight- Children,- single
week series during the parent fathers will be
spring of 1980.
interviewed.
.
On Tuesday, Oct. 27,
6.30 pin. local news.
the supernatural :will
Tuesday -6:00 p.m_
be the theme of. -Spotlight on Mur"Spotlight on Murray" ray," a Halloween -at 6 p.m. with hosts
Jim Gingles, Regina
Fancies, and Chuck
Purcell participating
in some electronic
trickery.
Guests on the special
"Spotlight" program
will include Dr. Jean
Lorrah, member of the
Murray State English
faculty, to talk about
supernatural
phenomenon, and Mrs.
Carol Julian to discuss
the upcoming community theatre production of "Wait Until
Dark," scheduled to
open Oct. 29.
- The complete MSUTV Cable 11 scheduled

•
'lix .4 news
6.00
Wednesda)
p ni. 1.1'he Uncle Al*
Show." variety for
children
6_30p.m. local news.
Thursday - 6.00
p.m. "C.C. and Co."
musical variety.
8730pin. localfiews.

You cant

;rreytivvear Iron:

OpticaltCCZIUSE1 we won't 1r4k
.riortcuE whci,
It Comes to ,your eyes In
Ispc;1_

we toke ektra
steps in ;),
polishir g
lenses to Lonvort V(>41/1 pre rtg)tior into
the
most con ,fur,abi y fitting, tiLCUlatC i.eVeiNear
available an
e And that could make a*
of thrngs look better to you
For a free copy of our booklet. E qa
ster,
toexceltence. stop by 64 -1 No Olympic Plata
or call 753-0422

Crocus Tulip
Daffodil & Hyacinth
Bulbs
All Varieties of
Trees & Shrubs

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order
Both With
25.00 Order.
M13 With.
135.00 Order'

99c

WI lemma Sell Rising Can Meal
5L1 Save

S Lb.
•••

Breast of thicken

1.4,th S12 SG Addlt.ono
Pjir chose iclvdong
Tobacco I. pan

-

TUNA 4

De Sliced-Creshed-Chonk

PINEAPPLE
Save 61Y Plus Bottles or Deposit

COKE OR PEPSI

Grade 'A' lorgf•

Owens Fana BOO Baked

HAM
CHEESE

Elle American Swiss

New Crop Virginia Roasted or Salted

PEANUTS

$129
• 3-4 link

icctn

BREASTS

IBS

Owns Fames

leaI -MILit

412 46114e0.6..
,Mose 1001.ns
Prodwts

K

1'41:1.: 141111 MI 1111 41 •

Thurm1ns • Ih.t:Awr 22. 1981

SUPPORT THE !AKERS
attend Friday night's game

Calloway County
High School
hosts

Crittenden County
Homecoming kickoff at 7:30 p.m.
804 Chestnut

753-6656

Carroll Tire &
Wheel Alignment
SPORTING GOODS

Infa-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Your Michelin.- Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
Murray, Ky
1105 Pogue Ave.
753-1489 .

Go Get em Lakers!
Good Luck Lakers
from

We're With You
All The Way

University
Gulf
Gulf,

L.D. Workman
Owner

;•1010k

Lakers!

At Five Points
753-5782

-; Automatic
Champ

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon -Sot
10-11 Sionday

FOOD
GIANT

Northside
6-10 Mon.-Thiers.
6-12 f 41 6-10 Set (lased Sy.,

Kentucky Farm Bureau

Now On Sale

4459"
Town & Country
Yamaha

Storey's

310 S. 4th
Murray, Ky 42071

' Phone
(502) 7-9-4703

Murray
Electric
401 Olive

753:5321

"All The Way Lakers"

Nwy.94 E. Murray, Ky.

4

Jackson urchase

PC
roductIon
[edit ssocialw.

l'4(4: IS T111. MI RH1 .1,k • 11,1114.1(

1-111111....s.Tintrmia).4ktolwr. 1%1

—Honor Roll Released—

Immanuel Lutheran Church
To Host Open House
Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and
Main, will host an open
house Thursday at 7:30
p.m.
The open house will
include a hymn sing,
Scripture lessons, a
sermon, prayer, and a

question and answer
period. Refreshments
and fellowship will
conclude the evening.
The spe,aker will be
the Rev. Ronald
Bogenschneider,
pastor of Faith.
Lutheran Church,

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

7-1
1982 Caw Von
Ideal Utility Van
Now In Stock

Hopkinsville, who was
ordained into the
pastoral ministry this
past August after
working as a Lutheran
school teacher for 19
years.
In conjunction with
the open house, Immanuel Lutheran will
celebrate the Reformation Sunday at 9:15
a.m. with a special
filmstrip and discussion about the Reformation. At 10:30 a.m.
the congregation will
worship using a Holy
Communion Service
which Dr. Martin
Luthev-worte in 1523.
Following the worship service there
will be a potluck dinner. Immanuel invites
everyone to come, according to the Rev. Jay
L. Brigham,pastor.

641 S.
Murray

GDICLAL MOTO'S nuns DIVISION

Lori Jones, Tonya
Kerr,- Renee Lamb,
Eddie Lovins, Shay
Mitchell, Stacey Mor-

ACROSS
Rent
6.Aspect
11 Clothesmaker
13 Skids
14 Near
15 Hates
17 Delhi money
Abbr
18 Irritate
20 Crown
21 Hail!
22 Not one
24 Expire
25 Frosted
26 Protuberance
28 Stockholmites
30 Determination
32 Entrance
33 Coin
35 Waste metal
37 Clue
38 Uncle
40 Antlered
. animal
42 Urge on
43 Transported
45 Transgress
46 Silver symbol
47 Enthusiast
49 Sun god
50 Folds
52 Freshets
54 Dispatches
55 Blemishes

Zrie

NAOMI" •
BILLOW'S
CO. 0
For tlnat special occasior
wind irflatable flowers!

TI-IF FLOWER
ALTERINAT LYE
birthdays
weddirss
arriYersary
baby shower, etc.

boserts,
1 Blemish
2 Sponsor
3 Chinese mile
*Sick
S.-Sound a horn

MOINE: 753.5014
Free Delivery

Accidents Reported

7.65 Wolthers, 25
Col Automatic, 38
Cal Smith &
Wesson, 9 MM
Browning
Automatic. 45 Cal
Navy Colt

WNW 19.3 FM
rodio %with o
Special Sound.

Hospice
Helps
Terminally III

UUUUU
UUUUU
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i

VIUUUU

II 61111kil 4' Eil

iii
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IN SOUTHWEST CAMEROON
THERE ARE FRO65 THAT

10E1614 TEN POUNDS

Sit back and enjoy the fall weather. Let T &
Landscaping & Lawn Maintenance
remove your leaves quickly and efficiently.
FREE ESTIMATES
ON THE SAME
OAF YOU CALL

THAT

IS PEFIN/TELY
-0 F;E
NC- 5.21AETi-i
TOLP JUST 5EF ORE
YOU GO TO SLEEP

116.1
01.

We Also Have Trained Personnel
To Prune Trees and Shrubbery
t

- PISTOLS
GALORE

If ray wovICI tote to look
Two accidents TuesThe second accident
and feel Irk,•new you at
day were reported by in the Olympic Plaza
tend the Lady Love Con
Murray Police Depart- parking lot, occurred
imitation at Gene & JO's
ment.
when a car owned by
toes &
F-lowitts Each
Thurs at 7 p m FreeOoor
No injuries resulted Roy Norsworthy acCOlIeCtOrs
Prizes
from a two-car colli- cidently was kicked
weapons, pistols,
sion on US. 641 by Ar- into gear, reports said.
rifles 8 shotguns
cadia, reports said. It struck a car owned
Come tr1 and see
Frederick Kincaid, V. by Gus Hopkins, Harour assortment
1203 Poplar,- was At- din, as it rolled back,
Gold &
tempting to pass a
reports added.
Silver
SAU
vehicle on the right
Pawn
1972 Oldsmobile
side of the roadway
Cutlass new tires
when he reportedly
Shop
Olympic Plozo
1195 00
struck Charlie Arnett,
upon 9om to9,
68, Hickory, who was
Gold &
7113
motioned across the
Silver
roadway by the driver
of the third vehicle,
Pawn
Hospice was originally
reports said. used in medieval
Europe to describe a
01ent
S ilcito
place where weary
- 0.4*9-ern re9pryi
753 7113
Get
aye's,M000gram
travelers could find
Christmas gilts
replenishment, your
monogrammed now
refreshment and care. Avoid
the rush Located
Today hospice means at 1890's Ice Cream • & G Complete Glass
Co has addeo a new line
an organized program
Parlor Dixieland Center
6 Entreaty
Of work that features
7713
153
Chestnut
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
7 Towel word
of care for people with on
showcases and display
8 Mad Ave
terminal illness.
cases, pie cases, store
R -A IR
BOND
I
ROT
MO's,Ice Cream Parlor
product
E
E
Hospice is a coord- now located Dixieland displays and glass sheyel
ElE R A,
9 Waits on
int) .01(e also install auto
S T S
E
T A Li
inated program of sup- Center on Chestnut
10 Ancient
glass, fix storm windows
R
L L
Hours 9 30 10 p m Mon
port services for dying
chariot
and doors, repair and
s
Thurs 930 am 11 00
ER
12 Foray
patients and their
replace store fronts, in
Sun
Sat
,
Fri.
and
PAINT116;
p.m..
EV
Ai
13 Clever
stall patio door glass,
families. The goal of
till 11 30 Try our chicken
L
G E M
-0 0 El
A 1,
16'Siamese
plate glass and windo
is
.hospice
pato
help
3604
753
E W
D0C
T E A, SF I
natives
glass Cut mirrors and
tients
their
and
AM
PAT
19 Informed
ENTSI
glass table tops -DO pie
MIR
families spend their
21 NeedleCASES
TACT
fore framing 153 OM
shaped
1,111 T
TI
BELLOW.
FOR
remaining time
23 Decree
ARAL
1 DE
El RE!1
together in a mariner
3 CA-RPQF T ANK
SALE
25 Worship
G A L E
!W
O E 0
SEAT
that is meaningful to
S25,500 w.11 buy ,,ou
objects
over I 200 sy ft 01,1i.
27 Antlered
everyone.
Thank you 1u ail the ,
,n9 spuce 3 unpro.e.1
animal
44 Plunges
Etna
Dr: Robert Jenks
friends and relatives for
lots 50 n 45, well ,n
29 Dawn
47 Novelty
36 Attie
the kindness and sytn
from the New Haven,
goddess
suloted 2 bedroom
48 Headgear
37 Piles
pathy shown to us in the
Connecticut,
Hospice
31 Citrus fruits
frame
'
1039 Seines
home
Enioy
51 Printer's
passing away of our Bus
will
.the
.
be
guest
33 Trifle
country
living
with
..011.
41 Turf
measure
hand and daddy
A
speaker at a benefit
34 Flow from
20 minute (two-, south
43 Small rugs
53 -4.be sure
special thanks to Linn
of •MuriOy and 5 .
Funeral Home, Brother
dinner at the Elks
1 2 3
5
6 7 .8 9 10
minutes to the lake
Burpoe and Warren
Lodge in Paris, Tenn.
singers
*
Call owner after 5 00
11
12
13
Thursday,
on
p.m.
at 7
The • Pete MorriS
pm 436 5849
14
15
16
17
Oct. 29.
Family
Tickets are $10 each
21
20UUUU
18U19
and will be available I.
u.
24
22
23
25
at the Banner office or
28
26
27
29
at the Home health
PUBLIC NOTICE
Hospice Office at 211
City
of
Murray
Property taxes are due
S2 UUU
Wood Street, Paris, or
October 31, 1981. A 10 percent penalty
34
phone (901) 644-9003 or
will be added to all unpaid tax bills on
35UUill
37
644-9910.
November 1,1981. Property, taxes may
Kay Stack, Ad42
44
45
be paid in the office of the city clerk, city
lia
'
ministrator of Home
hall building, Monday thru Friday, 8:00
Health Hospice, urges
la•
Wil
111
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. and On Saturday, Oc50
51
all interested persons
52UUUU
tober 24,Saturday October 31, 8:00-12:00
611
to attend and hear this
54
55
outstanding speaker.
6,

They're Falling Again!

tel-t.
-

ris, Shane Paschall,
Charlene Ray, Angela
Woods, and Matthew ,
Yuill

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617

The North Elementary School has released the first sal weeks
honor roll asfollows:
Fifth Grade — Man
Bartell, Scott Bazzell,
Shane Black,w Sara
Bucy, Lisa Cleaver,
Jennifer Johnston,
Rhoda Jones, Valerie
Jones, Alison Leslie,
David Letterman,
Stephen Lovett, Jennifer Parrish, Danielle
Rodriguez, Shari
Steen, Heather
Walston, and Thenia
Young.
Sixth Grade —
Carey Alexander, Gail
Bailey, Britannie Barton, Angie Bray, Emily Bucy, Amy Carraway, Gina Coursey,
Karen Fortner, Joanna Gibbs, Vicki Grady,
Regina Hicks, Kim
Higgins, John Imes,

THERE WAS ONLY ONE
HOT DOG ROLL LEFT}

I'LL SEE WHAT'S

r,fe.gr

FOR LUNCH

—

TO Landscaping
and Lawn Maintenance

Ark;
4
;

Offering Commerciall Residential landscaping
1907 Coldwater Rd. 759-1913

ITS OKAY.
COOKIE SAID
I COULD l-IAVE
A TWd- INCH
SLICE

P. N.HIRSCH a CO.
ITTMMTITITIR

Olympic Plum

SUAVE
SHAMPOO
9Strawberry
Re.. 1.29

7

Murray

One Rack Girls

COATS

1/2
Values to

PRICE

I

HONEY, WAKE UP.
CANT SLEEP WIT/4
YOU SNORING!

KITCHEN
Towel
SET Vatter
Dish Cloth
77
Pot Holder

Set

YouR SLEEP?

BF
-CAUSE I'D FEEL SiLLY
llTWi.1EN,I
IP I
I WAS, AWAKE

37.00
47
'

TISSUE

55
White 150

c1-454'

BOX

*Mk

Count
STAY,

VESTS
-$288
v

Boys

FILLED

•

DEVIL

FLANNEL
SHIRTS
Size 8-18

?RENS $1099

NYLON POLYESTER

I WONOER WHY `rt)U
SNORE LIKE THAT IN

Delta Facial

3 Piece

ROTS

54RGE TCOK
1-4(5 TWC iNCHES
OPP THE TOP

Size 4-7

$ 66 $30

fit frt
14ARR,r,'
tO/ZZ

-

i4•- •

11461.:161•11t.Ml HUAI.Ky.. LEDGER a TIMES.ilearaiey.Oriebrt12,PAN

r
I
riecr

Z..04
PUBLIC NOTICE

M
411,
onmio
6 HELP WANTED
22 MUSICAL
_.

YOUR ANNUAL CITY L EAF PICKUP
WILL BEGIN ON OCTOBER 28th WITH
THE VACUUM MACHINES RUNNING
EAST-TOY/EST AND THEN NORTHTO-SOUTH AREAS NORTH OF MAIN
STREET WILL BE RUN FIRST, WITH
THE SOUTH OF MAIN AREA FOLLOWING AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE THE
ENTIRE CITY WILL BE COVERED
TWICE, AND A RANDOM PICKUP WILL
COMPLETE THE PROCESS ON
DECEMBER 20th
IF YOU DESIRE AN EARLIER PICKUP,
YOU MUST BAG YOUR LEAVES AND
PLACE AT CURBSIDE IF YOU RAKE
YOUR LEAVES FOR MACHINE PICKUP,
PLEASE PLACE THEM 2 OR 3 FEET
FROM THE CURB DO NOT PLACE
LEAVES IN STREET GUTTERS DO NOT
TELEPHONE FOR LEAF PICKUP
MELVIN B HENLEY, MAYOR
5 LOST & FOUND
Found a pair of prescrip
non glasses at The Murray Ledger & Times. 753
1916.

6 HELP WANTED
Taking applications for
day and night help at
Druther's Restaurant.

Found in Panorama
Shores female Husky mix
with dark brown and
black 'fur, curly tail and
short nose. Call 436 5663.

ANIMALS
NEEDED
Cats, Birds,
Meakoys ETC for TV
Coainorciels
Cal
(212) 757-6072. Or
apply 7-5 PM only
Cable Wail Predations 211 W 56 St,
Seito SD, NY. 14
Dogs,

6 HELP WANTED
Shipment and receiving
clerk 9 a.m. 1 p.m. five
days per week. Typing
skills and bookkeeping
background required. Ac
tion Personnel 753-653?.
Mature ladies with tailor
shop or detail cfothing
alterations ability both
men and women clothing.
For appointment call 759l177 from 9 3. Senior
citizens welcome.
PAT TIME Good in
come until Christmas!
Display ladies fashion
lewelry .in homes, clubs,
offices, etc. Call toll free
. Lisa Co. 1 800 631 1258.
Accountant
BS in ac
counting plus two years
experience. Relocated expenses paid. Salary $16518,000 plus benefits. Ac
tion Personnel 753-6532.
Ifiesperson
energetic
person for generic drugs
sales in Missouri and
Arkansas. Salary plus car
for six months and then
commission. No ex•
perience required. Action
Personnel 753 6532.

NEW
TALENT
Wonted for TV Cime'packets. Call (210)
757-6072 or apply 25 pa only. Cable
World Prodectiens,
211 W.56 St., Salto S
D, NY.

Information on Alaskan
and OVERSEAS employ
mint. Excellent Income.
Call (312)741 9780 Ext
6062

YOU
DUX
$6, your t
flti

$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. All ages No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P 0 Box G84, Wakefield,
Mass 01880

wetate--ta
piano lessons but
ystu hate to buy al

piano before your.
sere they will stick
wills it. RENT IT

8 STORAGE BUILDING
All size portable
buildings, carports,
greenhouses, garages. All
size buildings panels.
Custom Built 753-0984.

CLAYTONS

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO ROR SALE Wanted: Responsible
party to take over piano.
Can be seen locally.
Write Mr. Powers, Box
327, Carlyle, Illinois
631.

I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.
Need young person to
share three bedroom
house, on Main St. two
,blocks from college. Call
753-8560.

Notice

Wal-Mart or
Kmart

24. MISCELLANEOUS

Reliable babysitter will
baby sit for infants to two
years, day or night. Have
references. Phone 753
80.
Shopping working
mothers. Daycare Saturdays
weekday after
noons and ewenings. Preschool children - toddlers.
753-6988.

10. BUSINESSOPPORIUN I TYOW your own retail apparel shop. Offer the
latest in jeans, denims
and sportswear.
$14,850.00 includes inventory, fixtures, etc. Complete store! Open in as little as 2 weeks anywhere
in U.S.A. (Also infants
and childrens shop). Call
SUE, TOLL FREE 1-800874-4780.
Established business for
sale. Excellent location.
For further information
call 753-8738.

They Service Only What They
Sell.

Early childhood piano
lessons, openings for 4-6
year olds. Call Karen
Greer 759-440.

14 WANT
Want to buy standing
timber cash or percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.

Be Independent)We ore selecting quolified persons as Dealers for
nationally famous Nand nome key blanks and eautOrnerd We
feature lko ond Unico Systems equipment No selling All ewe>
rnent ,s Placed by Our rePresernative, Be your own boss. start parttime with full time earnings To quolity you must be abet to Pert ins
mediately with at least 8 to 10 hours weekly and hove the operating
capital of the following route This 'so nice family type buseess
WWII MK
MI
You mov request more information by calling COUICT 901668,4017 at wrote American Key Corporation, P.O. BOK $45,
Jackson. Tern 38301

Opening Soon

Western Sizzlin
Restdurant
Personnel Needed
_,,,--- .-.......-,,,,.--•--.;--44(...-ashiers
:.• *Line Workers
• ----- .1
- -.-----.
-*Waitresses. •"
•Cooks
..
'Bus Boys
Apply in person from 8 a.rn. to
12 a.m. 20 thru 26 October at the
Bureau of Manpower Services,
203 S. 6th Street, Murray

Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.
Wood for sale $25.00 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or 4892231.
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99; 8"x30"; $29.99;
installation kit, 6", S29.991
8", $42.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
KERO-SUN heaters'
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8, S162.997
Radiant 10, $209.99;
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Omini 85, $218.99;
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

•

1976-1978 Chevy one ton
truck long wheel base,
dual wheel, 4- speed with
or without bed. Call 4354294.

ARTICLES FOR SALE

Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633

COLLECTOR'S PRINT
- Maynard Reece Dark
Sky Mallards (19761 85950 numbered and signed
mint condition. Half price
of current market value.
759-9457.

MILE CALL
"Glair - 75,4444. 11W. Story
- 759-4445.
19. FARM EQUIPMEN

1

315 International Combine with bean and corn
header. Good condition,
492-8613.
Model 72 pull type AC
Combine excellent condition. Super M Farmall
'With or without two row
New Idea Corn Picker.
753-9702 after 6 p.m.
135. Massey Ferguson
tractor set 3 12:' triple
-bottom plows, one row
cultivator, grader blade
and btish hog. Excellent
condition, one owner. 4362372.
20. SPORTS EQUIPME
Sweet 16 Browning
automatic made in
Belgium $350.00. 753 1208.

Executive desk and chair,
office couch and two
swivel chairs all in good
condition. Priced to sell.
'Call 753-9927.
Franklin fireplace with 3
ft triple wall pipe large
stove pad. All for $150.00
call after 4 p.m./36-2725.
Firewood $25.00 rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 436-2744.

-

1971 Richardson Trailer
12x60 two bedroom furnished. Gas, central air
and heat. Excellent condition. Call 753-3142 and
after 5 p.m. call 753-8854.
Trailer for_sale partially
furnished. 417-4125.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Two bedrooms with central heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753-5209.

Four 15 in. wheels, tires
and hub caps $60.00. 7534504.

Mobile home for rent and
lots. Riviera Courts office
hours 8-5 75313280.

GEORGE'S OR

For rent: nice two
bedroom trailer, near
Murray. No pets! 4892611.

I

I

STOP MARKET
Your Fall Minnow
Heodduorters - Open 6
a.m. to 8 p.m. Gas,
grocerys and sandwiches. Located on Pottertown Road near
Wildcat Creek.

Brand new Smith Coronamatic 8000 electric
typewriter. Call 759-9713.

Frigidaire "Jet Dry"
washer and dryer matched set, beautiful 24" color
console t.v., two Goodrich
tires P-195-75R-14. Call
753-4143 9-9. Must sell
need the space!

Control Shopping Center
753-8604

Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixiel; Id Center. 7599633.

WANTED
PARTNER
or partners to build 70 or 80 unit motel at intersection of Purchase Parkway and 4-lone U.S. 51 to
Memphis. Also 45E and 455. You would come in
with o full partnership with the some interests as
Sonny & Voda Puckett, owners and developers of
29 acres of land on this intersection, no other lond
con be developed at this junction.

NOTICE
Contractors or sub-contractors if you would like to
bid as a generol contractor or sub-contractor or
building rnoteriols portion, write a letter of intent
to:
Sonny Pucket, Box 1 So. Fulton, Tenn. 38257 or
Call 901-479-3836

Special!
On Pioneer

Stereos & Speakers
[
'
SHOP AND COMPARE1

1

.11XPERT SERVICE
INSTALLATION

Blank Tape Special
134 One,Gilt One Free--wirwit
All Popular Brands

orld of
Sound
222Se. 12th Si.
753-5865

11.(mai

MUR-CAI
APARTMENTS
1. 2 & 3 Isamu ants kw
516511 ter at nal
Sue* wit. lint, OP
storied weal bui en sir,
comet. Min woluacrs,
Olio Mars no.-fri. 9-001240 his.
Iler6v owl Dr
Maw Kt

502.159-4n4
Eifel theses Ottertail,'
Two bedroom apartment
for rent, range, ovenf
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer anc
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Nice two bedroom
townhouse apartment.
Carpeted, central heat
and air, range,
refrigerator, disposer,
dishwasher, washer
dryer hook-up. 753-7559 or
753-7550.
Large One bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4p.m.
HOUSES FOR RENT

10x45 Detroiter mobile
home good condition, furnished except bedroom.
$1950.00.753-6973.
•
1971 Holly Park 12x65
with pullout, gas heat and
central air $8,000.00. Call
after 6 p.m. 753-9702.

Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill Tr.
Pk. No phone calls please.

FREE
GIFT
WRAP

with purchase
Coos? to Coast

12x64 three bedroom 11
/
2
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call after 5 p.m. 753-4169.

Firewood for sale 75) 3523
or 753-0281.

Firewood $25.00 a rick
delivered. Call 436-274-4.

Hay hoop for large round
bales 753-2579.

1980 RCA XL-100 color
track t.v. 767-2548

Key kplicatiet ksisess
Why Nit

Firewood masoned oak
and hickory cut to order.
Bulk rates available. 7537585 or 753-7300.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32's
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.

11. 1151STRU T ION

i.

12x65 1973 mobile home
three bedroom, two full
baths, central air, porch,
furnished extra nice. Call
759-1987.

Electric typewriter, electric cook stove,
refrigerator, baby tsed,
table and six chairs. 7539138 days, 753-5292 evenings.

•

Want to buy used Ashley
wood stove. 492-8225.

The World of Sound
Does Not Do
Service Work For

Wheat straw 75 cents call
after 5 p.m. 489-2387 or
489 2298.

SPECIAL SALE - Marble chips 50 lb. bag $1.99,
spaghnum peat moss 4 cu.
ft.
$7.69, peat moss,
top soil 40 lb. bag $1.49,
one-third off on all trees
and shrubs in stock.
COAST TO COAST Shopping Center.

Would like job house •
cleaning. Honest, dependable, have references.
759-1255.

_
n

27 MOBIL
HOMES SALES

Chainsaw 753-8449.

23 EXTERMINATING

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments
CLAYTONS

436-2128

3,4 size folding bed interspring mattress never
been slept on. 753-4836.

SITUATION WANTED

26 _TV:ADIO

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
e r1 wood,
Marantz, Mitsubishi,
Sanyo, Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center, Chestnut
St. 753-0113.

Open for business, 10
miles South on 121 turn
left on Hwy 280, go Y4
miles

Guild guitar • GS-35 Blonda Box fine grain sound
board and case $350.00.
Call 767 4254.

Custom resec,-testna
lockets. trousers, ha%
Minor shoe repair. PAWL
ray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

753-7575

733-7573

Manufacturer's 1st Quality All Steel Clear Span
Super Storage Arch Bldg.
36x100x18 - $8,995. FOB
Factory (Overstocked) 2
week del., Melco Steel. 1
800 821-7700 Ext. 803.

Reliable baby sitter for
infant and three year old.
753-8418.

NOTICE
In the interest and welfare of our customers, crews
of the Murray Water System will conduct our
periodic maintenance inspections and flushing of
fire hydrants Saturday evening, October 24, 1981.
The flushing will begin around 9:00 p.m. Saturday
evening, and will be completed by 3:00 a.m., Sunday. October 25,1981.
If there is any discoloration in your water Sunday,
please flush thoroughly as this will clear up the
water in a very short period of time. We suggest that
washing of clothing be postponed during the above
hours and apologize for any other inconveniences
caused. This is a routine procedure that must be exercised.
MURRAY WATER SYSTEM

Willie's
Antique
and Gift
Shop

FIRST! Rent applies to purchase

STORAGE BLDGS. We
have storage bldgs. in
stock 6x8 8x12 or will
custom build. If you want
quality you won't beat our
prices. Coles Const. Co.
753-3897 3/
1
2 miles south of
Murray US 641.

Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates
before 2:30. 753-5484.

24. MISCELLANEOUS 37. APTS.FOR RENT

Wood burning stove with.
1
2 years
fan and jacket. 2/
,old 145 2135.
WOOD HEATERS„
deluxe cabinet, brick,
lined fire box, cast iron
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Tenn
Gas stove excellent condition S125.00 firm. 753-2266
or 759 9626.

TRY
WOO

•

Counselor - outgoing
personality able to work
30 hours per week. $3.50
per hour. no degree required. Action Personnel'
753-6532.

24 MISCELIANEOU

•

Three bedroom 14x70 fully furnished. Prefer couple with one child. No
pets. Call 753-4864.
BUSINESS RENTALS

Mai
VI,arelms•
Storage Space
For NM
7534738
32. APTS. FOR REN
One furnished bedroom
basement apartment for
rent. $125.00 all utilities
paid. 753-8294.
One bedroom furnished
apartment next to
fairgrounds on 121 North
753-3139 or 753-3344.
Two bedroom apartment
unfurnished also one
bedroom apartment fully
furnished. Call 753-8730
before 5 p.m. after 7536965.
Apts. for - rent extra nice
unfurnished two bedroom
carpeted, central heat
and air, separate utility
room. Lease and deposit
required, references required. No pets, no college students. Available
Nov. 1, 759-1750.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near
downtown Murray. 7534109,436-2844.
HIGHLAND TERRACE
- Now renting, Section 8,
HUD rent-subsidized
Apartments. 1, 2, & 3
bedrooms. Apply at
Highland Terrace Apartments, North Friendship
Road, Route No. 12,
Paducah, Kentucky, or
dial 502-554-78.43. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Furnished one bedroom
apa Omni near downtown
Murray. 753-4109, 136
2844.
One bedroom apartment
low utilities reasonably
priced. 753-3949.
Extr,a nice two bedroom
duplex near university..
Couple% .only. Available
Nov. 1St. $225.00 6 month.
Call 759-1087 after
Small furnished apart
mint also two bedroom
furnished. 100S. 13th St.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753 7724.

FOR RENT
3 BR, 2 baths, 2 miles
out.
Very nice garage
apt. with stove &
refrigerator furnished.
10x57 Mobile Home,
furnished $120.00 per
month.
12 x 60 Mobile Home,
furnished.
2 BR, includes
washer & dryer.
7,344111

•
PI

,"I

P1110PtiTe IMAPIAGEMEN

Four bedroom house furnished one bath, living
room, dining room, kitchen, gas heat. S. 14th St.
Call 753 8250 after 4 p.m.
Five room house for rent
Call 474-8086.
Three bedroom house
eight miles east of Murray. Call 436 2582.
Two bedroom brick eight
miles southeast of Murray. Married couples only. References and
deposit. 492-8594.
Five room frame house
located on Hwy. 121 west
of Murray. Call 753-5602
between 8 and 4.
Well insulated, redecorated house, five
rooms, bath, utility room.
Large kitchen, stove,
built-in cabinets. City
water. Available immediately. Near Murray.
$150.01). References.
Deposit. Couple. No pets.
753-7551.
Two bedroom house three
miles east of Murray.
Dishwasher, stove, trash
compactor. Call 753-8830
after 5 p.m. 753-1463.
Three bedroom house, liv
ing room with fireplace,
family room, carpet,
drapes and appliances.
Walk to M.S.U. Call 7533006.
Two houses near
university. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
p.m.
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. St 416535338. PETS SUPPLIES
Now taking deposits for
AKC Registered Labordor Retreiver pups, solid
black. Call 753-8918 during business hours.
AKC small poodles one
male three female. Call
492-8974.
AKC registered Doberman puppies. Have been
wormed and had shots. A
reasonable price. 7594651.
-Six month old Black
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536327.
AKC German Shepard
puppies, 28 chamOions
and five generations also
registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
502-554-2153.
AKC cocker spaniel pups
7 weeks old shots and
wormed 753-3015.

10 PRODUCE
Sweet potatoes 1/2 mile off
94 at Pilot Oak K y
Charles Singleton 376
5155.
41

PUBLIC SAL

Public Sale Fri. and Sat.,*
Oct. 23 14, 8-5, 702 Main
St. Sale will benefit adult
activities program. Many
new items for sale including blankets,
household items,
clothing, shoes, handbags, watches, candles,
childrens records, wall
hangings. Used items include all sizes of clothing,
like new recliner, bicycle,
miscellaneous items.
Carport Sale Sat., Oct. 24
8:30-5. Children and adult
clothes, toys, household
items, miscellaneous.
Corner of Lynn Grove
highway and Oaks Coun
try Club Road.
Yard Sale Sat., Oct. 248 5,
Go south on 121 turn on
280 go two miles.
Carport Sale 14 mile from
Bucy's Market north.
Electric heaters, tires
and rims, vacuum,antique secretary, children's
clothes, coats, books and
games.
Four party yard sale 9-4,
510 S. 8th. Cancelled if
rains.
Yard Sale Fri , Oct. 23, 92. A9 Coach Estates. Lots
of items.
Moving Sale Sat., 7-4 corner Lynnwood Ests. on
121 South. Visa and
Master charge honored.
Three family yard sale
Sat., Oct. 17 from 9-4 507
Poplar St. Dishes,
clothes, lots of
miscellaneous.
Yard Sale Sat. 8 a.m. 12
place china set, glasses,
Christmas decorations,
knitting machine, yarn,
many more items. A-1
Fox Meadows S. 16th St.
753-3096.
Furniture Sale old Baptist
Student Center 108 N. 15th
St. Desk, typewriter, etc.
Fri. 4-8, Sat. 8-2:30.
Rummage sale Hwy. 783,
one mile south of airport.
Fri. and Sat, 9-5. Cancelled if rains.
2 Party Yard Sale 604
Ellis Dr. Fri. and Sat.
Baby clothes, other
items.
Yard Sale Fri., Oct. 23, 8-5
1553 Oxford Dr. in Canterbury. Baby items,
clothes, children and
adult clothes, two
bicycles, golf shoes and
clubs, toys. In case of rain
will be Sat. Oct. 24.
Moving sale Oct. 24 E21
Fox Meadows.
Five party yard sale Fri.
and Sat. 8-5 four miles
east of Murray. Have
clothes, antiques, all
kinds of items.
Three party indoor
garage sale Fri., Oct. 23,
7 6 520 S. 6th St. New baby
clothes, household,
miscellaneous.
Yard Sale Gould Oil Company 6,41 South. Old desks,
chairs, drop -in -oven,
clothes, sewing machine.
$5.00 each. Fri. and Sat.
Yard Sale at 305 S. 11th
8:30-4 p.m. Sat.
Four party garage sale
Wed., Thurs., Fri. and
Sat. Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24. Old
pie safe, laundry stove,
1948 Chrysler, firewood,
adult and childrens
clothes, - Christmas
decorations. Items to
numerous to mention.
New ones added daily.
Corner of Sycamore and
Ellis Dr.

43. REAL ESTATE
SUPER ASSUMP'TIMIS! Yes, you can!
There are alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they are more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods.
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decode. As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates increase,
the demand for alternative methods-of buying cind selling increase
correspondrngly •Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financing methods .
methods that ore
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property
methods
available to you.

41k
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Atijgs FAO

insoreoce
1stete
SiosittosIde (wort Sq.
Morro?, Kentucky
753-4451

Orm

LakeProperty .
We would like to shOW you
homes you can afford.
Completely remodeled
retreat winterized only
$15,900.00.
Brand new well built
modern home with lots of
extras $27,500.00.
Mobile home at
Shamrock Resort
S11,900.00
Larger home with dock
permit $27,800.00.
1150 sq. ft. home with 8
lots $18,800.00.
We have what you've
been looking for and can
afford in today's market
Call us today Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

zezitio9
i•
zi 753-1222
'STATELY
OLDER
RESIDENCE
2 Story brick
residence on large
wooded main,
street lot. Upstairs
consists of 2 large
modern apartments and 1st floor
is main residence.
New central gas
heating system,
new 25 year roof,
and home has been
restored to an excellent- state of
repair. Very att r a c ti v e
assumable loan is
-available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
.
PRICE
REDUCED $10,000
4000 square feet insulated metal
building on 11
/
2
acres,. located on
busy highway 4
miles from Murray. Priced below
replacement cost
$50's. Railroaa nccess in back of proeperty. Additional
adjoining 2 acres
are available.
Price reLluced.
810,000 to upper
$50's. Phone 7531222. Kopperud
Realty.

LAKE HOME
Dreamed of a
home on the.Lake,
but thought you
couldn't afford it?
Well, now you can.
This like new, 4
BR.,2 bath,2 story
home can easily be
yours because it
has two complete
S eparate
housekeeping apts.
whereas you can
live in one and rent
the othewr. This
home is located only a few steps from
the water edge of
Ky. Lake on a tree
shaded lot in
beautifu-1
Panorama Shores.
Offered in the 40's
thru Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
St

pasture. Geed welt, pate
barn and ponds irKluding
21 head of cattle
$45,000.00. 109 acres. 70
acres in permanent
where,60 healsituate
$100,000 00
Both eo
Cherry Corner Rood.31133625.

Th
nm".7711.5.5
Mr..8

2:37r
gip

0 -Mond a

.e1I or trade 1975
PhiniCialff Fury four door
1381 ChesttiVt•St 753 3134

nor road and -

;ke_ Excellent
condition Cati 31 72144

4 speed AM
FM 26,00 Excellent con
dation 4 mpg. Cali after
6:01758-7179
1979 Toyota

49 USED CARE
SPIT -LTD iv* door, air
and good condition
TIMM wftt own it. 753
9975.

1979 Mark V -Lincoln
22,500 miles every option,
including moon roof, and
custom wire wheels By
owner call 753-7124 after 6
p.m.

*acre farm, half mile him
1972 Dodo* Challeeger
town on 94 East six tenths of'
two door hard-top. 1949
a mile blacktoppect 23 acres
Polara Dodge four door
lendable, 17limber F or more
1977 Grand Torino good
hard-top. 753460.
rrnation call Puroorn As
mechanically, body in
TWurMan Real Effik7753'-'
good shape asking
1969 Chevy Malibu depen
44151, Susy Wells, 753-1SIS or 'dable $250.00. 753-073.
$50000. Call 753-4686 after
;eneva Giles, 753-457.
5p m
1979 Chevette Scooter
$3950.00. AM 9FM 1971' Ford Mavrick six
Secluded farm stead. 60
cassette, 21,000 miles, ex- cylinder automatic
acres include marketable
cellent condition. $4.50.00 Call after I p m
timber, tobacco base.
Transferring overseas. 174 2381
Tobacco barn to acCall 436-2131.
commodate 3600 sticks, 8
stall stock barns. sulpher
1970 Buick Skylark four
1973 Toyota Mark II
springs and good well.
wagon, 1967 Chevrolet door $300.00. Call 753 1887.
Large well • constructed
Stretch Van, pickup bed
older farm house. Just
trailer with fiberglass 11977 Olds Delta, 2
right to be remodeled into
cover, trailsea trailorable
door io, ally owned
a beautiful home. Large
houseboat. 12 ft
foyer With open stair case
fiberglass boat, 14 ft.
:leading to bedroomon sealuminum Oschita with 16
c o n d' floor. Two
h.p. Johnson and trailer,
fireplaces, plus electric
1981 AMC Spirit running
heat. Large kitchen, 8x20
gear 100 percent ok. Body
sun room. All this for only
damaged best offer. Must
$55,000.00. Call Speak
sell Sat., Oct. 24. 436-2146
'Ao.n
753 531 5
Realty Assoc for details
for directions.
753-7724.

OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Economic family
living in this
wooden contemporary home and
11
/
2 acres located
in a lovely,setting
at the edge of Murray. Many unique
unusual features
including 40x12'
Redwood deck;
40x12 concrete
patio, fireplaces in
living room and
family room, pella
thermopane windows, and much
much more. Price
just reduced.$70's.
Phone 753-1222,
OKopperud Realty, for all the
details. We are
members of Multiple Listin GG Ser44 LOTS FOR SALE

PURDOMS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
&it.

46, HOMES FOR SALE
Very nice very liveable
new three bedroom house
waiting for the right family. Call. today 753-3903.
You can afford this house.

Must sell house in Canterbury. Priced to self call
753-0738..
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in applianceS. Must
sell. $30,000. Call 49-2670.

Auction
LOCATION: Perkins & Miller's Warehouse neor
old ice house and old railroad terminal, 128 South
11th Street, Clarksville, Tenn.
Perkins & Miller, an old established dealer for
last 66 years, are canceling their International
Harvester dealership on farm implements, trucks
and tractors. For detailed list of items to 5e besold
contact Perkins and Miller.
Notice: Complete shop tools, welders, hoists,
fork lifts, new 400 IH cyclo 4 row planter, new
cultivators (2-4-6 row with Danish tines), new
Woods cutter, useertractors, new & used truck, tractor and form implement parts, antique display of
tractor tools, truck load of new tractor and truck
tires. 2 Large money vaults, tractor dynoometer. 2
sets of seed cleaners for sole, will not be auctioned
1 Truck dynaometer, not to be auctioned.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Oct. 24th at 10 a.m. One mile east of old Almo,
Ky. on Highway 464, Mrs. Irene Bizzle form. Mrs. Bizzle has
sold her farm and is moving to town.
Will sell the following items: one 14' chest type freezer,
chrome dinnete set, old kitchen cabinet, old trunk, oak rocker,
oak chair, other odd chairs, coffee and end tables, Ginger jar
lamps, other odd lamps, magazine rack, 32 day striking clock,
swivel rocker,floor polisher, vacuum cleaner, carpet and throw
rugs, one lot of extra good old quilts, beautiful hand crocheted
bed spreads, some good pieces of old glass, 2 Iris vases, cut
glass vase, green berry set, blue pitcher and glasses, old cookie
jar, old spoon holder, sugar bowl, round dough tray, stone mixing bowl, stone spitton, small egg basket, blue stone pitcher,
amber pitcher, other st one pieces, and glass wear, also some
occupied Japan pieces, pots and pans, cast iron ware, electric
heaters, hedge trimmer, bench grinder, small torch, 6 and 12
volt battery chargers, one lot of wrenches, bean scales, other
hand and gardent tools, filing cabinet, wheel barrow, 12' extension ladder, log chains, steel barrel, iron post, 2 wheel trailer,
cow bell, nice John Deere riding mower one small wall safe, old
books; one 1st reader book, this is only a partial listing, so
come and be with us. Not responsible for accidents. Eats and
drinks available. Sale Conducted by

Dan Miller's Auction Saervice
For mare information. ew-A
r
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Dan Miller, Auctioneer
Kenny Imes, Auctioneer
Licensed and Bonded in Ky. and Tenn.
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It pays"

Tn.615-232-51.50

Announcipeeeetlay if tale will him pecedeme o.e, printed molter.
Aoctioweer Eirlhovie" Itagonl, lic. 5411

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Oct. 24, 1981, 10:00 a.m.,
shine at 513 Broad Street Murray. Sel;estate of Mervin Garner.
Selling lots of good antiques,

rain or
ing the

household items and hand tools. A 2
bedroom frame house will also be offered
for sale. House has living room den, full
size basement and upstairs. One car
garage.
Real Estate will be offered for sale by
the Administrator. Selling Antiques: 3
piece BR suite, Cherry dining room suite
with 4 chairs, fancy love seat and chair.
Coffee and end tables, oak mantle, nice
kitchen cabinet, fancy oak dresser with
beveled mirror, old quilts, smoothing
irons, kettles, picture frames, lamps all
kinds of glassware, some old toys, library
table, iron cook stove.
Household items: Kenmore washer,
refrigerator, electric stove, heaters, living
room suite, all kinds household goods,
also like new riding lawn mower. More
items too numerous to mention. Lunch
will be sold on grounds. Not.responsible
for accidents. Real Estate will be sold at
1200 by Hofton Garner Administrator.

Don Miller Auctioneer
Kenny Imes, App. Auctioneer
Frosty Miller
Auctioneer

194 Ford F1SO power
steering and brakes, air
conditioning, 42,000 ac
fuel Miles $3000.00 firm
759 436 Only interested
persons cliff.
1961 Ford school bus eat)
and chasis, 26' wood bed
Does run $330 00 Call 753
9702 after 60.m
1966 Dodge school bus cab
and chests no bed no
motor $100.00. Call after 6
p.m. 753-9702.
ten internatibn4 farm
'ruck 14 ft het OM price
12150.00. Call 75I -8061
For sale 1970 Ford pickup
$700.00. Power and air
Call 137-4391.
51 CAMPERS
1976 GMC Midas motor
home n ft. long, excellent
condition. Sleeps six,
0000.00. Call 247 4170
after 5:10 p.m.

Custom combining and
bush flogging Phone
David Madding 145-2867.
Quilting
quilts or bed
spreads. Call' 753-6557
after 5:30p.m.
Custom horse shoeing.
Experienced in all types
of shoeing. Plain, correc
tive, padding, toe
weights, etc. Call 767 2841
or 753 6882.
Aluminum Service Co
sad vinyl
siding, custom trim

aluminum

l

•

5rneliolsis EsPerieflesd
Pewees reasowebie
Pikes Calle new,for free
estimate 753 Nei.
Need work on your ars?
Topping. premiss, shaping. complete removal
and more Call DOVER'S
TREE SERVICE, for pro
fissional tree care 753
1636
SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods II" 24"
available $27 50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-133s.
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR - Insulation
window and door, under
pinning, tie down.
coolseal, patio and porch
Free estimates NO JOB
TO SMAL,L 753

.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR -- 15 years ex
pertem, Carpentry, con
crete, plumbing, roofing,
sliding. NO JOB TO
SMALL. Free estimates.
Days 474 2,359, nights 474
2276
Appliance Service - Give
us a call we repairem all
Dryers, washers,
refrigerators, stoves and
freezers. 759 1322.
Boy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working,furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars. If its wood work
ing call 753-4124.
Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill saws
Call 753-4656.
AWyour plunitgnO and air
conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.
80 GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels
custom paint and cap
tains chairs. 13,000 miles.
Reply 10753-5014.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum trim for brick houses. Jack
Glover 7_53-1873.

ROOFING

&

Dill Electric answer service calls on plumbing
and electric 753-9104,
after 5:001354734-

Toy Lee
Barnett

Panssnsaw Lamp.

SERviCESOFFERED

Misner's Clean up Ser
vice. Yards, basements
and garages Clean up
and odd jobs. Phone 753
$ó000r 753 1881. -

guilt-11p 1. Shingles •
efrrexirrs. All work
i 00000 toed. Free
Estimates. Cell 759-1159
et 753-1511-- •
I
Floor Sanding
finishing 354-6127.

Qom

$

ICD°al,- Grovel, Sand,
Fredonia Lime and
in 753-4776
Roy'S Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working,furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars. If its wood work
ing call 753-4124.
P & D Lawn Service Mow
mg, small tree and hedge
trimming. Free
Estimates, 436 2997.

Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
ed from your driveway
Industrial, residential, or
commercial, 24 hour ser
vice Call 753 5933
K &.K Stump Removal.
Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Cali
for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engined
trucks. All work done
guaranteed. Call 437-4546.
Leaf Removal - Let T &
D Landscaping & Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome task
quickly and efficiently.
Free estimates 759 1913

WELL
DRILLING
We 1Peciekse in
sever lust Mastic
Weis. Whin wets.
Nees end water
semi!systems.
ROYSTER
IMCA
WELL DRILLING
R01-364-3476
Concrete and blocks and
brick &moments, drive
ways. sidewalks and
storm cellars 70 rears
*aperient* and free
estimates. 753 5476

COW,sales at Sears now.
Call Sears 753 7310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Professional
paperhanging,
tam buildings,f0P
id
pant
*
Commercial or
residential Call Tremon
Farris 759)987
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases.
music centers, etc
Reasonable 436 7566
Johnson's Electric. Corn
mercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing 753 7203.
Concrete and blocks and
brick
Basements.driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 70 years
experience and free
estimates 753 5476
APPLINNCE SERVICE
K E N -M 0 R E ,
WHIRLPOOL.
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience, Bobby
HoPPer, Bob's Appliance
Service 203 S. 5th St. 753
4872 or 753 806.
Insulation blown in by
Sears. Save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call *Sears 753-7310 for
free estimate.
Asphalt driveways anc
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free estimates
call 753 2310
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters install
ed per your specifica
-tions. Call Sears 753 23145.
for free estimate
MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning,
roof's sealed, patio awn
ings, and house type roofs
for mobile homes. 753
1873. Jack Glover.
Will remove dead or un
wanted trees. Call for free
estimates before 2:30
753-5484.
Carpet Cleaning. Clean odor free carpet, last
longer and smelts better
For free estimates call
'Jeff's Carpet Cleaning,
753 9826 Experienced and
reliable
For your lime hauling and
time spreading white
rock, gravel, sand, ,coai
hauling call 753 4545 or
see Rodger Hudson
located 10 miles east on
Hwy.94,
Dill Electric answer ser
vice calls on plumbing
and electric • 751 9104,
after 5:00435-4342.

Absolute

AUCTION
October 24, 1981 - 10:00 a.m.

Terry Shoemaker
Auctioneer
••••

.MALAN' .6

•••
.
•'
_
Hardy Mums
8310.00
Starter House
/
1 2 Price
Plants
Cactus One Group
101$1.00
*Fa'I Bulbs *Shrubs(6.9, v.vci.cir)
*Fruit Trees *House Plants

Baskets

*Thornless

Blackberries
Seers: 1-5 assail hie* Register for free
M-712-3406
each
plants

Auction Sale, Saturday, Oct. 24th at 10 a.m. At the late Mrs. Kate Jibs
home place about 4 miles from Murray, Ky on 641 South. See Aection Signs.
Will offer for sale coach and 3 odd chain, small 6 leg table, nice small
round table with glass top, coffee and end tables, set of hand painted leaps,
pole lamp, one lot of old picture frames and pictures, 11'
W T.V. nice desk,
old treadle sewing machine, nice old secretory desk with pig... holes, large
poster bedroom suite, a beautiful hand carved, hand rubbed
bedroom suit
with hand carved straight chairs carved into the foot board, very mussel end
beautiful, one lot of old guilts, 5 drawer chest, nice wood dining room suit
with buffet, chrome dinette breakfast set, nice coppertone electric store
and'ref., one chest type hoem freezer, one upright home freezer,
Maytag,
washer and dryer, motel cabinet, yard chairs, ladder electric
banters,
renown cleaner, old kerosene lump, some old glass and chins, sale medected
.
by Dan Miller's Midis's Service, for more information mil year antis§
needs. Call 435-4144. Eats end drinks available, not repsossile for sc.
cidents. Sale held rein or shine.

UCKS

DOM.

*Hnnging
.fr

Estate Auction

SOUSED

work. References. Call
Will Ed Bailey. 7530689
,

Bogard Realty
& Auction Co.

Must sell 1972 Honda 500
four cylinder $650.00 or
best offer. Call 753-0457.
1981 Yamaha MX100 also
DT-125 excellent condition. Call 753-6383.

WOO Otcfsmob.04. Cutlass'
Brougtwn cuelel 17 OW
miles Abioluoety Jilt*
new 415 4579

ERVICESOFFEREp

1e4

40 acres I/2 mile Hwy. 1346
frontage next ,to Irvin
Cobb Resort $4,000. full
price $8000. down balance
of $40,000. at 12 percent interest over 10 years.
Write Bill Ottesen Rt. 2
Carbondale, Ill. 62901 for
additional information or
phone (618) 549-3002 after
5 p.m

197rtStiCliipood cond,
lien. 767

14 ft. V -bottom boat and
trailer $150.00 or best of
fer. 489 2440 after 5 p.m

Sat., Oct. 24th
9:30 a.m.

47.7070177=
Rampar 400 R-10 dirt
bike. All Pro 10 speed.
753-8811.

SERVICti

52 BOATS& MOTORS

House for sale or rent
753-0412.
Home for safe by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 5547580. Ask for Ken Adams.

19 USSD-an

w ey

given

LOCATION: At the intersection of Hwy. 80 at Nordin and the
New 641, turn West on Hwy.SO and to approx. 3-3110 miles to Intersection of Hwy. 1311 and Hwy. 80. Turn Left on 1311 and 90
Y2 mile. Watch for auction signs.

week.

Hutchens
Plant Farm
f01-78-3406

Nearly Completed Spacious Rustic Log Home

LOCATED6% WAS DIET 01
NAZIS, ET TURN WEST AT
'TATE UNE RD. DI N
105% NILO, TORN LETT
1 bra
•••

1

I
Mir .

.I

r: I

3
4 acre wooded lot. The house, when ccimLocated on a beautiful /
pleted will hove 6 bedroomS, 3 baths, breakfast area, kitchen, dining room, living room, den and utility room. Total living area
approximately 2,654 sq. ft. with on additional 196 sq.. ft. attic
area and a 642 sq. ft. 2 car garage, making a total of 3,474 sq. ft.

AUCTIONEERS NOTE: Buy this keine old finish itI=
and Wad thousands! TERMS: 10•4 Down Day of Sole.
Upon Deed within 30 Days.
Buy At Auction, Where Yoe Sot The Price
Sole Condected By
COMPUTE INVENTORY Of BUCK STOVES AND
RELATED PRODUCTS Lowest prices in State of
Kentucky SAVE 50'. to 80°, ON THIS YEAR'S
HEATING BILLS
Calloway County Agent: Steve
Contact
Combs /53 4718 after 4:00 p.m. or may be
seen at BUCK Stoves on Cadiz Hwy. 68. (Nest
to Red Ace Cadiz Kentucky.
Call Cadiz 1 5 22 689)

Hatchett Real Estate •
& Auction
Route 3
Beaton, Kentucky 4202.5
Phoebe 502.437-4164
Auctioneer & Real Estate Brokev-Charies K. Hatchet

AVAILABLE
•

•

I' t.I. 111.1.111. MURIA AI

&

thiar•ila

1 Obituaries
Dick Rites
Are Today

Wilson Rites
In Chapel

Services for Ruby
Lee Dick, 91, Rt. 2,
Hazel, were today at 10
a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock Coleman
Funeral Home with
John Dale officiating
and Jerry Bolls directing the singing.
Pallbearers were
Randy Dick, Gary
Dick, Herbert Mason
McClure, Forrest
Boyd, Grady Stubblefield, and Raymond
Clayton. Burial was in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens.

Services for Adele
Simmons Wilson, 73,
Rochester, N. Y.,
formerly of Murray,
will be Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home with
burial to follow in the
Murray City
Cemetery.
The former Murrayan died Wednesday
morning at her home.
Her husband, Greene
0. Wilson, died Dec.
15, 1977. Born April 6,
1908, in Palmersville,
Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late
Sam and Marinda Simmons.
Wilson was a
member of the First
Baptist Church, Murray, and of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern
Star.
Survivors include a
son, Dr. Fred Wilson,
and two grandsons,
Joel and Bobby
Wilson, Pittsford, N.
Y.; two sisters, Mrs.
Norman (Valma)
Cooke, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Arthur (Norma) Foster,
Dalton Ga.; two
nieces.
Friends may call
from 6 to 9 p. m. Friday at the funeral
home.
The family requests
that expressions Of
sympathy take the
form of contributions
to the American Heart
Fund.

Dale Rites
At Church
Services for Mrs.
Reubin I. (Mary)
Dale, 8.0, Rt. '2,
Buchanan, Tenn.,
were Wednesday at 2
p.m. at Blood River
Church of Christ
where she was a
member with James
Canter and John Dale
officiating.
Pallbearers were
Joe Stewartsman,
Paul Jones, Jimmy
Dale, Frank Norton,
James Dale, and Alvis
Brown. Burial was in
the Bethel Cemetery
with arrangements by
McEvoy Funeral
Home,Paris, Tenn.
Dale died Monday at
her home. Born Dec.
28, 1900, in Henry
County, Tenn.,she was
the daughter of the
late William Foster
and Susie Trousdale
Strader. She was
preceded in death by a
daughter, Elizabeth
Dale, and a sister, Hettie Willis.
Survivors include
her husband to whom
she was married Oct.
6, 1918; a daughter,
Mrs. James (Evelyn)
Norton, Paris, Tenn.;
a son, James Melvin
Dale, Buchanan,
Tenn.; two sisters;
Dottie Garner, Murray, and Cora
Jackson, Puryear,
Tenn; four grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

41114)4r 22. 1981
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Sale
Team Announces Citrus Fruit box
Calloway Speech
small
be about Thanksgiving
up
grapefruits $9.50 for a

The sixth state title pete in coming tour- to survive."
The sale started Oct.
holding Calloway naments will depend
the success of the
19 and will continue
County Laker Speech on
Team has annqpnced sale. We are in great - until Nov. 2. Prices are
$8 for a small box of
its annual citrus fruit need of funds if we are
sale.
The Speech Team is
FRANKFORT, Ky. replacing the dora - self-supporting
-The state has mitory roof was
organization with the
citrus sale being the awarded an $88,000 awarded to Nationmajor source of in- contract for roof wide Roofing and
repairs to Elizabeth Remodeling of
come for the team.
Coach Larry Hall at Murray State Louisville.
Work is scheduled to
England said "the University.
by Oct. 26. Exbegin
for
contract
The
team's ability to com-

Stephens
Rites Friday

Services for Ileen
Mahoney Stephens, 63,
Rt. 6, Murray, will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral,
Home with the Rev.
William Cox of- ficiating and Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist._
Pallbearers will be
Troy Vance, Tom
Maness, Jimmy Colson, Walter Triplett,
Calvin Rutledge, and
Roger Milby. Burial
will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at
Services for Phillip the funeral home from
Wayne Holland, 25, 3 to 9 p.m. today.
Lubbock, Texas, will
be Friday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Kennedy
Funeral Home,
Paducah, with the
Rev. Garland Sills officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Bethel Cemetery in
Murray State will be
Marshall County.
conducting tryouts for
the "Little Racers,''--aballhandling and exhibition basketbal
squad that performs
during halftirnes of the
'David J. Butler, 24,
MSU home basketball
Sikeston, Mo., was games.
released from custody
MSU coach Charlie
Wednesday after mak- Haak announced the
a
on,
ing restitution
first tryout will be for
charge of theft by
kids in grades three
deception over $100, a
and four at 10 a.m. at
Calloway County
south gym in
the
Sheriff's Office
Carr Health
MSU's
spokesman said.
Building.
Butler allegedly
Children in grades
wrote a bad check for one and two should
$6,530 to Jim Tate's
rAi a.m.
rc'.-'syt
Murray-Auto Auctior,,
Sauxrdffirt- —
the spokesman said.
All interested parHe was arraigned in
ticipants should proCalloway County
vide workout clothes
District Court, the
tennis shoes.
and
spokesman said.

Tryouts

Scheduled

Man
Released

and $15 for a large box.
England said the
fruit will be fresh from
Texas and will be
delivered at two different times this Year.
The first shipment will

Contract Given On Roof Project
pected completion
date is Feb. 23, 1982.
Administration and
inspection of the Murray State project will
be performed by Peck
Flannery Gream Warren Inc. of Paditeah.

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

506 N 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753 2380

'VE YDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION
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FREE REACH.TOOTHBRUSH
Halloween...
With A
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the original
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Curity
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Refill Prescription: - Super Soft
t
Puffs
To Byron's
Plus 60'
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ALL DIAMONDS
ITT()
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FREE! /*4 FREE!
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NOW
tv° FOR 44
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,
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Cepastat
Sore Throat
Lozengers

4

Mylicon
80

99

liltAdIVEYVAA"A.,11•

ivy
We Honor
PCS,Travelers, k

medimet,

E

Ky. Public

*411

$459

housing, fuel, clothing
and furniture needs of
our citizenry. This
should also maximize
the resources that are
available and perhaps
even discover more
imaginative waye of
meeting these needs,"
White said.

Neat'N
Easy Polish
Remover Kit

n=AM,7,Nr
FE

1

SET

r

FINE DIAMONDS
SET IN 14K GOLD
100 Tw

PRICE
0

$99

$299

1/4 CARAT DAM '

PRICE $150
,--,PrN-E

GM. $99

14• GOLD
GREAT BUsi AWAJP.W

ALL DIAMOND
14K. GOLD SOLITAIRE
CHAINS
$249

9

Aspergum

9
499
$99
ULL PAR:12;:$

"DESIGNER" DIAMOND
CLUSTERS CLUSTER

E43411
Fast Pain Relief
For Headaches, Colds, -4'id
Arthritis

1/8 TCD

0%
FF14*

•c,

79c

FU., CARAT

‘41111
ty,t

V4$399

v2$799
$1,995

CONVENIENT TERMS & UP 1020 MONTHS TO PAY

For Sore Throat Pain

Prices Good Thru
October 28th

Dfe'p.
$795

$1260

$45

11,00OR
thiVat

AvAswa..%
SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE SAVE—SAVE
.AcA
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JEWELEIZS

MECOMIN

EMS

Open late Friday Nights — Oct. 23rd & Oct. 30th

Pendleton-M.S.U. Stadium Blankets Re, s5000$354,
1

1

0

oo often we Dose sig t o a very important act,
t we haven't really expressed our appreciation to
ur patronage.

Shoes siren

is homecoming week, we want to personally than
ou fpr your business. We do appreciate it, and w
to take this opportunity to thank you in a special
Hog Market way.
6

'
Federal-State
Maet News
Service Oct. 72, 1981
Kentucky Porthase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 6.
Buying Stations
Recept.r. Act. 718 Est. 700
Barrows & Gilts mostly 25e
higher sows 50e-$1.00 higher
US 1-2 210-2401ba $44.Z-44.75
200-2101bs.
$43.0-44.S0
244.00-44.50
US 2 210-250 lbs
lbs
US 2-3 250-270
$43.00-44.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $37 00-38.50
US 1-3300-430 lin 838M-40.00
US 1-.1 450-500 lbs $40004300
US 1-3 600-850 lbs $43.00-44.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs $37.00-38.00
Boars
132.00-33.00

THIS PRICE

1/4 CARAT
CLUSTER EAR INGS

w me'
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Won An, Dlonoond Pomba.
Lov0007 of 5200 of Moro

-$1.995
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Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays

5.,P••,•••
41( Gold Cho.,

Ar

Prm"

Assistance
$ 49
X.
s
Workman'
And
Compensation 1111,4vakAha4 A.‘"A‘e* A

iravA.

o

;

$3,500

MbPik •••a•
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X.1

WiO

100's

C

HERE IS YOUR
BONUS GIFT
A 14K Gail 01•0141.11
FLOATING HEART

2 CARAT 1 CARAT
WATERFALL CLUSTER
CAN
USTER
BEAT

Help Is Requested
A "brain-storming
session" for persons
interested in developing more effective
ways to assist needy
families in Calloway
County will be at 8:30
p.m. Wednesday, Oct.
28, at the Memorial
Baptist Church, Dr.
Jerrell White, community affairs chairman of the MurrayCalloway County
Ministerial Association,said.
' "Due to the cutbacks
in various state and
federal programs, to
needy --families, it is.
necessary for all
volunteer groups in
our community to join
together in a more effective coordinated
way to meet the fond,

and the other at
Christmas.
Persons may call
753-8141 or 489-2243 or
contact any speech
team member to place
orders.

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —
La

Holland
Rites Friday

'Little Racer'

oranges or
and $13 for a large box.
Team members also
are selling naval
oranges this year at

We hope. you stop by this week and review our fall
line of quality clothing, sportswear, shoes and accessories for men and wt.! V.
110b Kay

Charles Cochran
Buddy Buckingham
OWNERS

9m0/ 1
Jeans
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0Cords 0on
&
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